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Abstract: The Metropolis-adjusted Langevin (MALA) algorithm is a sampling algorithm which makes local moves by incorporating information about the gradient of the target density. In this paper we study the efficiency of MALA on a natural class of target measures supported on an infinite dimensional Hilbert space. These natural measures have density with respect to a Gaussian random field measure and arise in many applications such as Bayesian nonparametric statistics and the theory of conditioned diffusions. We prove that, started at stationarity, a suitably interpolated and scaled version of the Markov chain corresponding to MALA converges to an infinite dimensional diffusion process. Our results imply that, in stationarity, the MALA algorithm applied to an $N$-dimensional approximation of the target will take $O(N^{1/3})$ steps to explore the invariant measure. As a by-product of the diffusion limit it also follows that the MALA algorithm is optimized at an average acceptance probability of 0.574. Until now such results were proved only for targets which are products of one-dimensional distributions, or for variants of this situation. Our result is the first derivation of scaling limits for the MALA algorithm to target measures which are not of the product form. As a consequence the rescaled MALA algorithm converges weakly to an infinite dimensional Hilbert space valued diffusion, and not to a scalar diffusion. The diffusion limit is proved by showing that a drift-martingale decomposition of the Markov chain, suitably scaled, closely resembles an Euler-Maruyama discretization of the putative limit. An invariance principle is proved for the Martingale and a continuous mapping argument is used to complete the proof.

1. Introduction

Sampling probability distributions in $\mathbb{R}^N$ for $N$ large is of interest in numerous applications arising in applied probability and statistics. The Markov chain-Monte Carlo (MCMC) methodology [RC04] provides a framework for many algorithms which effect this sampling. It is hence of interest to quantify the computational cost of MCMC methods as a function of dimension $N$. The simplest class of target measures for which such an analysis can be carried out are perhaps target distributions of the form

$$\frac{d\pi^N}{d\lambda^N}(x) = \prod_{i=1}^{N} f(x_i).$$

Here $\Lambda^N(dx)$ is the $N$-dimensional Lebesgue measure and $f(x)$ is a one-dimensional probability density function. Thus $\pi^N$ has the form of an i.i.d. product.

Consider a $\pi^N$-invariant Metropolis Hastings Markov chain $x^N = \{x^{k,N}\}_{k\geq 1}$ which employs local moves, $i.e.$, the chain moves from current state $x^{k,N}$ to a new state $x^{k+1,N}$ via proposing a candidate $y$ according to a proposal kernel $q(x^{k,N}, y)$ and accepting the proposed value with probability $\alpha(x^{k,N}, y) = 1 \wedge \frac{\pi^N(y)q(y, x^{k,N})}{\pi^N(x)q(x, x^{k,N})}$. Two widely used proposals are the Random walk proposal (obtained from the discrete approximation of
Brownian motion)

\[ y = x^{k,N} + \sqrt{\delta} Z^N, \quad Z^N \sim N(0, I_N), \]  

and the Langevin proposal (obtained from the time discretization of the Langevin diffusion)

\[ y = x^{k,N} + \delta \log(\pi^N(x^{k,N})) + \sqrt{2\delta} Z^N, \quad Z^N \sim N(0, I_N). \]  

Here \(2\delta\) is the proposal variance, a small parameter representing the discrete time increment. The Markov chain corresponding to the proposal (1.2) is the Random walk Metropolis (RWM) algorithm [MRTT53], and the Markov transition rule constructed from the proposal (1.3) is known as the Metropolis adjusted Langevin algorithm (MALA) [RC04].

A fruitful way to quantify the computational cost of these Markov chains which proceed via local moves is to determine the “optimal” size of increment \(\delta\) as a function of dimension \(N\) (the precise notion of optimality is discussed below). To this end it is useful to define a continuous interpolant of the Markov chain as follows:

\[ z^N(t) = \left( \frac{t}{\Delta t} - k \right) x^{k+1,N} + \left( k + 1 - \frac{t}{\Delta t} \right) x^{k,N}, \quad \text{for} \quad k\Delta t \leq t < (k+1)\Delta t. \]  

The proposal variance is \(2\ell\Delta t\), with \(\Delta t = N^{-\gamma}\) setting the scale in terms of dimension and the parameter \(\ell\) a “tuning” parameter which is independent of the dimension \(N\). Key questions, then, concern the choice of \(\gamma\) and \(\ell\). These are addressed in the following discussion.

If \(z^N\) converges weakly to a suitable stationary diffusion process then it is natural to deduce that the number of Markov chain steps required in stationarity is inversely proportional to the proposal variance, and hence to \(\Delta t\), and so grows like \(N^\gamma\). A research program along these lines was initiated by Roberts and coworkers in the pair of papers [RGG97, RR98]. These papers concerned the RWM and MALA algorithms respectively. In both cases it was shown that the projection of \(z^N\) into any single fixed coordinate direction \(x_i\) converges weakly in \(C([0,T]; \mathbb{R})\) to \(z\), the scalar diffusion process

\[ \frac{dz}{dt} = h(\ell) \log f(z) + \sqrt{2h(\ell)} dW. \]  

Here \(h(\ell)\) is a constant determined by the parameter \(\ell\) from the proposal variance. For RWM the scaling of the proposal variance to achieve this limit is determined by the choice \(\gamma = 1\) ([RGG97]) whilst for MALA \(\gamma = \frac{1}{2}\) ([RR98]). These analyses show the number of steps required to sample the target measure grows as \(N\) for RWM, but only as \(N^\frac{3}{2}\) for MALA. The MALA proposal is more sophisticated than the RWM proposal as the MALA proposal incorporates information about the target density by via the log gradient term (1.3).

The optimal scaling results mentioned enable us to quantify the efficiency gained by the MALA compared to that of RWM by employing “informed” local moves using the gradient of the target density. A second important feature of the analysis is that it suggests that the optimal choice of \(\ell\) is that which maximizes \(h(\ell)\). This value of \(\ell\) leads in both cases to a universal optimal average acceptance probability (to three significant figures) of 0.234 for RWM and 0.574 for MALA. These theoretical analyses have had a huge practical impact as the optimal acceptance probabilities send a concrete message to practitioners: one should “tune” the proposal variance of the RWM and MALA algorithms so as to have acceptance probabilities of 0.234 and 0.574 respectively. The criteria of optimality used here is defined on the scale set by choosing the largest proposal variance, as a function of dimension, which leads to \(O(1)\) acceptance probability, as the dimension grows. A simple heuristic suggests the existence of such an “optimal scale”. Smaller values of the proposal variance lead to high acceptance rates but the chain only moves locally and therefore may not be efficient. Larger values of the proposal variance lead to global proposal moves, but then the acceptance probability is tiny. The optimal scale for the proposal variance strikes a balance between making large moves and still having a reasonable acceptance probability. Once on this optimal scale, a diffusion limit is obtained and a further optimization, with respect to \(\ell\), leads the optimal choice of acceptance probability.

Although the optimal acceptance probability and the asymptotic diffusive behavior derived in the original papers of Roberts and coworkers required i.i.d product measures (1.1), extensive simulations (see [RR01, SFR10]) show that these results also hold for more complex target distributions. A wide range of subsequent
research [Béd07, Béd09, BPS04, BR00, CRR05] confirmed this in slightly more complicated models such as products of one dimensional distributions with different variances and elliptically symmetric distributions, but the diffusion limits obtained were essentially one dimensional. This is because if one considers target distributions which are not of the product form, the different coordinates interact with each other and therefore the limiting diffusion must take values in an infinite dimensional space.

Our perspective on these problems is motivated by applications such Bayesian nonparametric statistics, for example in application to inverse problems [Stu10], and the theory of conditioned diffusions [HSV10]. In both these areas the target measure of interest, $\pi$, is on an infinite dimensional real separable Hilbert space $\mathcal{H}$ and, for Gaussian priors (inverse problems) or additive noise (diffusions) is absolutely continuous with respect to a Gaussian measure $\pi_0$ on $\mathcal{H}$ with mean zero and covariance operator $C$. This framework for the analysis of MCMC in high dimensions was first studied in the papers [BRSV08, BRS09, BS09]. The Radon-Nikodym derivative defining the target measure is assumed to have the form

$$\frac{d\pi}{d\pi_0}(x) = M_\Psi \exp(-\Psi(x))$$

(1.6)

for a real-valued $\pi_0$–measurable functional $\Psi : \mathcal{H}^* \mapsto \mathbb{R}$, for some subspace $\mathcal{H}^*$ contained in $\mathcal{H}$; here $M_\Psi$ is a normalizing constant. We are interested in studying MCMC methods applied to finite dimensional approximations of this measure found by projecting onto the first $N$ eigenfunctions of the covariance operator $C$.

It is proved in [DPZ92, HAVW05, HSV07] that the measure $\pi$ is invariant for $\mathcal{H}$–valued SDEs (or stochastic PDEs – SPDEs) with the form

$$\frac{dz}{dt} = -h(\ell)(z + C\nabla \Psi(z)) + \sqrt{2h(\ell)} \frac{dW}{dt}, \quad z(0) = z^0$$

(1.7)

where $W$ is a Brownian motion (see [DPZ92]) in $\mathcal{H}$ with covariance operator $C$. In [MPS09] the RWM algorithm is studied when applied to a sequence of finite dimensional approximations of $\pi$ as in (1.6). The continuous time interpolant of the Markov chain $Z^N$ given by (1.4) is shown to converge weakly to $z$ solving (1.7) in $C([0,T];\mathcal{H}^*)$. Furthermore, as for the i.i.d target measure the scaling of the proposal variance which achieves this scaling limit is inversely proportional to $N$ and the speed of the limiting diffusion process is maximized at the same universal acceptance probability of 0.234 that was found in the i.i.d case. Thus, remarkably, the i.i.d. case has been of fundamental importance in understanding MCMC methods applied to complex infinite dimensional probability measures arising in practice.

The purpose of this article is to develop such an analysis for the MALA algorithm. The above mentioned papers primarily study the RWM algorithm. To our knowledge, the only paper to consider the optimal scaling for the Langevin algorithm for non-product targets is [BPS04], in the context of non-linear regression. In [BPS04] the target measure a structure similar to that of the mean field models studied in statistical mechanics so that the target measures behave asymptotically like a product measure when the dimension goes to infinity. Thus the diffusion limit obtained in [BPS04] is finite dimensional.

The main contribution of our work is the proof of a scaling limit of the Metropolis adjusted Langevin algorithm to the SPDE (1.7), when applied to target measures (1.6) with proposal variance inversely proportional to $N^{\frac{1}{2}}$. Moreover we show that the speed $h(\ell)$ of the limiting diffusion is maximized for an average acceptance probability of 0.574, just as in the i.i.d product scenario [RGG97]. Thus in this regard, our work is the first genuine extension of the remarkable results in [RR98] for the Langevin algorithm to target measures which are not of the product form, confirming the results observed from simulation. Recently, in [MPS09], the first two authors developed an approach for deriving diffusion limits for such algorithms. This approach to obtaining invariance principles for Markov chains yields insights into the behavior of MCMC algorithms in high dimensions. In this paper we further develop this method and we believe that the techniques developed here can be built on to derive scaling limits for other popular MCMC algorithms.

In section 2 we set-up the mathematical framework that we adopt throughout, and define the version of the MALA algorithm which is the object of our study. Section 3 contains statement of the main theorem, and we outline the proof strategy. Section 4 is devoted to a variety of key estimates, in particular to quantify a Gaussian approximation in the acceptance probability for MALA and, using this, estimates of the mean...
drift and diffusion. Then, in section 5, we combine these preliminary estimates in order to prove the main theorem. We end, in section 6, with some concluding remarks about future directions.

2. MALA Algorithm

In this section we introduce the Karhunen-Loéve representation used throughout the paper, and define the precise version of the MALA algorithm that we study in detail. Throughout the paper we use the following notation in order to compare sequences and to denote conditional expectations.

- Two sequences \( \{\alpha_n\} \) and \( \{\beta_n\} \) satisfy \( \alpha_n \lesssim \beta_n \) if there exists a constant \( K > 0 \) satisfying \( \alpha_n \leq K \beta_n \) for all \( n \geq 0 \). The notations \( \alpha_n \asymp \beta_n \) means that \( \alpha_n \lesssim \beta_n \) and \( \beta_n \lesssim \alpha_n \).
- Two sequences of real functions \( \{f_n\} \) and \( \{g_n\} \) defined on the same set \( D \) satisfy \( f_n \lesssim g_n \) if there exists a constant \( K > 0 \) satisfying \( f_n(x) \leq K g_n(x) \) for all \( n \geq 0 \) and all \( x \in D \). The notations \( f_n \asymp g_n \) means that \( f_n \lesssim g_n \) and \( g_n \lesssim f_n \).
- The notation \( \mathbb{E}_x[f(x, \xi)] \) denotes expectation with respect to \( \xi \) with the variable \( x \) fixed.

2.1. Karhunen-Loéve Basis

Let \( H \) be a separable Hilbert space of real valued functions with scalar product denoted by \( \langle \cdot, \cdot \rangle \) and associated norm \( ||x||^2 = \langle x, x \rangle \). Let \( C \) be a positive, trace class operator on \( H \) and \( \{\varphi_j, \lambda_j^2\} \) be the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of \( C \) respectively, so that

\[
C \varphi_j = \lambda_j^2 \varphi_j, \quad j \in \mathbb{N}.
\]

We assume a normalization under which \( \{\varphi_j\} \) forms a complete orthonormal basis in \( H \), which we refer to as the Karhunen-Loéve Basis. We assume throughout the sequel that the eigenvalues are arranged in decreasing order.

Any function \( x \in H \) can be represented in the orthonormal eigenbasis of \( C \) via the expansion

\[
x = \sum_{j=1}^{\infty} x_j \varphi_j, \quad x_j \overset{\text{def}}{=} \langle x, \varphi_j \rangle. \tag{2.1}
\]

Throughout this paper we will often identify the function \( x \) with its coordinates \( \{x_j\}_{j=1}^{\infty} \in \ell^2 \) in this eigenbasis, moving freely between the two representations. Note, in particular, that \( C \) is diagonal with respect to the coordinates in this eigenbasis. By the Karhunen-Loéve expansion [DPZ92], a realization \( x \) from the Gaussian measure \( \pi_0 \) can be expressed by allowing the \( x_j \) to be independent random variables distributed as \( x_j \sim \mathcal{N}(0, \lambda_j^2) \). Thus, in the coordinates \( \{x_j\}_{j=1}^{\infty} \), the prior \( \pi_0 \) in (1.6) has a product structure. For the particular MALA algorithm studied in this paper we assume that the eigenpairs \( \{\lambda_j^2, \varphi_j\} \) are known so that sampling from \( \pi_0 \) is straightforward.

The measure \( \pi \) is absolutely continuous with respect to \( \pi_0 \) and hence any almost sure property under \( \pi_0 \) is also true under \( \pi \). For example, it is a consequence of the law of large numbers that, almost surely with respect to \( \pi_0 \),

\[
\frac{1}{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} x_j^2 \lambda_j^{-2} \to 1 \quad \text{as} \quad N \to \infty. \tag{2.2}
\]

This, then, also holds almost surely with respect to \( \pi \), implying that a typical draw from the target measure \( \pi \) must behave like a typical draw from \( \pi_0 \) in the large \( j \) coordinates. It is this structure which creates the link between the original results proven for product measures, and those we prove in this paper. In particular this structure enables us to exploit the product structure of the underlying Gaussian measure, when represented in the Karhunen-Loéve coordinate system.

For every \( x \in H \) we have the representation (2.1). Using this expansion, we define Sobolev-like spaces \( H^r, r \in \mathbb{R}, \) with the inner-products and norms defined by

\[
\langle x, y \rangle_r \overset{\text{def}}{=} \sum_{j=1}^{\infty} j^{2r} x_j y_j, \quad \|x\|_r^2 \overset{\text{def}}{=} \sum_{j=1}^{\infty} j^{2r} x_j^2. \tag{2.3}
\]
Notice that $\mathcal{H}^0 = \mathcal{H}$ and so that the $\mathcal{H}$ inner-product and norm are given by $\langle \cdot, \cdot \rangle = \langle \cdot, \cdot \rangle_0$ and $\| \cdot \| = \| \cdot \|_0$. Furthermore $\mathcal{H}' \subset \mathcal{H} \subset \mathcal{H}^{-r}$ for any $r > 0$. The Hilbert-Schmidt norm $\| \cdot \|_c$ is defined as

$$\| x \|_c = \sum_j \lambda_j^{-2} x_j^2.$$  

For $r \in \mathbb{R}$, let $B_r : \mathcal{H} \mapsto \mathcal{H}$ denote the operator which is diagonal in the basis $\{ \varphi_j \}$ with diagonal entries $j^{2r}$, i.e.,

$$B_r \varphi_j = j^{2r} \varphi_j$$

so that $B_r^* \varphi_j = j^{r} \varphi_j$. The operator $B_r$ lets us alternate between the Hilbert space $\mathcal{H}$ and the Sobolev spaces $\mathcal{H}'$ via the identities:

$$\langle x, y \rangle_r = \langle B_r^{1/2} x, B_r^{1/2} y \rangle \quad \text{and} \quad \| x \|_r^2 = \| B_r^{1/2} x \|_2^2. \quad (2.4)$$

Since $\| B_r^{-1/2} \varphi_k \|_r = \| \varphi_k \|_r = 1$, we deduce that $\{ B_r^{-1/2} \varphi_k \}_{k \geq 0}$ form an orthonormal basis for $\mathcal{H}'$. For a positive, self-adjoint operator $D : \mathcal{H} \mapsto \mathcal{H}$, we define its trace in $\mathcal{H}'$ by

$$\text{Tr}_{\mathcal{H}'}(D) \overset{\text{def}}{=} \sum_{j=1}^\infty \langle (B_r^{-1/2} \varphi_j), D(B_r^{-1/2} \varphi_j) \rangle_r. \quad (2.5)$$

Since $\text{Tr}_{\mathcal{H}'}(D)$ does not depend on the orthonormal basis, the operator $D$ is said to be trace class in $\mathcal{H}'$ if $\text{Tr}_{\mathcal{H}'}(D) < \infty$ for some, and hence any, orthonormal basis of $\mathcal{H}'$. Let $\otimes_{\mathcal{H}'}$ denote the outer product operator in $\mathcal{H}'$ defined by

$$\langle x \otimes_{\mathcal{H}'} y, z \rangle \overset{\text{def}}{=} \langle y, z \rangle_r, x \quad \forall x, y, z \in \mathcal{H}' \quad (2.6)$$

For an operator $L : \mathcal{H}' \mapsto \mathcal{H}$, we denote the operator norm by

$$\| L \|_{\mathcal{L}(\mathcal{H}', \mathcal{H})} \overset{\text{def}}{=} \sup_{\| x \|_r = 1} \| Lx \|_l. \quad (2.7)$$

For self-adjoint $L$ and $r = l = 0$ this is, of course, the spectral radius of $L$.

Let $\pi_0$ denote a mean zero Gaussian measure on $\mathcal{H}$ with covariance operator $C$, i.e., $\pi_0 \overset{\text{def}}{=} \mathcal{N}(0, C)$. If $x \overset{\mathcal{D}}{\sim} \pi_0$, then the $x_j$ in (2.1) are independent $\mathcal{N}(0, \lambda_j^2)$ Gaussians and we may write (Karhunen-Loéve)

$$x = \sum_{j=1}^\infty \lambda_j \rho_j \varphi_j, \quad \text{with} \quad \rho_j \overset{\mathcal{D}}{\sim} \mathcal{N}(0, 1) \text{ i.i.d.} \quad (2.8)$$

Because $\{ B_r^{-1/2} \varphi_k \}_{k \geq 0}$ form an orthonormal basis for $\mathcal{H}'$, we may also write (2.7) as

$$x = \sum_{j=1}^\infty (\lambda_j j^r) \rho_j (B_r^{-1/2} \varphi_j), \quad \text{with} \quad \rho_j \overset{\mathcal{D}}{\sim} \mathcal{N}(0, 1) \text{ i.i.d.} \quad (2.9)$$

Define

$$C_r = B_r C = B_r^{1/2} C B_r^{1/2}.$$ 

Let $\Omega$ denote the probability space in which the sequences $\{ \rho_j \}_{j \in \mathbb{N}}$ are defined. Then the series in (2.7) may be shown to converge in $L^2(\Omega; \mathcal{H}')$ as long as

$$\text{Tr}_{\mathcal{H}'}(C_r) = \sum_{j=1}^\infty \lambda_j^2 j^{2r} < \infty.$$
The induced distribution of $\pi_0$ on $\mathcal{H}^r$ is then identical to that of a centered Gaussian measure on $\mathcal{H}^r$ with covariance operator $C_r$ in the sense that, if $\xi \overset{D}{\sim} \pi_0$, then $\mathbb{E}\left[\langle \xi, u \rangle \langle \xi, v \rangle \right] = \langle u, C_r v \rangle$ for $u, v \in \mathcal{H}^r$. Thus in what follows, we freely alternate between the Gaussian measures $N(0,C)$ on $\mathcal{H}$ and $N(0,C_r)$ on $\mathcal{H}^r$.

Our goal is to sample from a measure $\pi$ on $\mathcal{H}$, given by (1.6) with $\pi_0$ as constructed above. Frequently in applications the function $\Psi$ may not be defined on all of $\mathcal{H}$, but only on a subspace $\mathcal{H}^r \subset \mathcal{H}$, for some exponent $r > 0$. Even though the Gaussian measure $\pi_0$ is defined on $\mathcal{H}$, depending on the decay of the eigenvalues of $C$, there exists an entire range of values of $r$ such that $\text{Tr}_{\mathcal{H}^r}(C_r) < \infty$ so that the measure $\pi_0$ has full support on $\mathcal{H}^r$, i.e., $\pi_0(\mathcal{H}^r) = 1$. From now onwards we fix a distinguished exponent $s > 0$ and assume that $\Psi : \mathcal{H}^s \to \mathbb{R}$ and that $\text{Tr}_{\mathcal{H}^s}(C_s) < \infty$. Then $\pi_0 \overset{D}{\sim} N(0,C)$ on $\mathcal{H}$ and $\pi(\mathcal{H}^s) = 1$. For ease of notation we define

$$\tilde{\varphi}_k = B_s^{-\frac{1}{2}} \varphi_k$$

so that we may view $\pi_0$ as a Gaussian measure $N(0,C_s)$ on $(\mathcal{H}^s, \langle \cdot, \cdot \rangle_s)$, and $\{\tilde{\varphi}_k\}$ form an orthonormal basis of $(\mathcal{H}^s, \langle \cdot, \cdot \rangle_s)$.

A Brownian motion $\{W(t)\}_{t \geq 0}$ in $\mathcal{H}^s$ with covariance operator $C_s : \mathcal{H}^s \to \mathcal{H}^s$ is a continuous Gaussian process with stationary increments satisfying $\mathbb{E}\left[\langle W(t), x \rangle_s \langle W(t), y \rangle_s \right] = t \langle x, C_s y \rangle_s$. For example, taking $\{\beta_j(t)\}$ independent standard real Brownian motions, the process

$$W(t) = \sum_j (j^s \lambda_j) \beta_j(t) \tilde{\varphi}_j$$

is a Brownian motion in $\mathcal{H}^s$ with covariance operator $C_s$; equivalently, this same process $\{W(t)\}_{t \geq 0}$ can be described as a Brownian motion in $\mathcal{H}$ with covariance operator equal to $C$ since Equation (2.10) may also be expressed as

$$W(t) = \sum_j \lambda_j \beta_j(t) \varphi_j$$

To approximate $\pi$ and $\pi_0$ by finite $N$-dimensional measures $\pi^N$ and $\pi_0^N$ living in

$$X^N \overset{\text{def}}{=} \text{span}\{\tilde{\varphi}_1, \tilde{\varphi}_2, \ldots, \tilde{\varphi}_N\},$$

we introduce the orthogonal projection on $X^N$ denoted by $P^N : \mathcal{H}^s \to X^N \subset \mathcal{H}^s$. The function $\Psi^N : X^N \to \mathbb{R}$ is defined by $\Psi^N \overset{\text{def}}{=} \Psi \circ P^N$. The probability distribution $\pi^N$ supported by $X^N$ is defined by

$$\frac{d\pi^N}{d\pi_0^N}(x) = M_{\Psi^N} \exp\left(-\Psi^N(x)\right)$$

where $M_{\Psi^N}$ is a normalization constant and $\pi_0^N$ is a Gaussian measure supported on $X^N \subset \mathcal{H}^s$ and defined by the property that $x \overset{\pi_0^N}{\sim} x$ is given by

$$x = \sum_{j=1}^N \lambda_j \xi_j \varphi_j = (C^N)^{\frac{1}{2}} \xi^N$$

where $\xi_j$ are i.i.d standard Gaussian random variables, $\xi^N = \sum_{j=1}^N \xi_j \varphi_j$ and $C^N = P^N \circ C \circ P^N$. Notice that $\pi^N$ has Lebesgue density $^1$ on $X^N$ equal to

$$\pi^N(x) = M_{\Psi^N} \exp\left(-\Psi^N(x) - \frac{1}{2} \|x\|_{C^N}^2\right)$$

where the Hilbert-Schmidt norm $\|\cdot\|_{C^N}$ on $X^N$ is given by the scalar product

$$\langle u, v \rangle_{C^N} = \langle u, (C^N)^{-1} v \rangle \quad \forall u, v \in X^N.$$  

The operator $C^N$ is invertible on $X^N$ because the eigenvalues of $C$ are assumed to be strictly positive.

---

$^1$For ease of notation we do not distinguish between a measure and its density, nor do we distinguish between the representation of the measure in $X^N$ or in coordinates in $\mathbb{R}^N$. 
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2.2. The Algorithm

Define

\[ \mu(x) = - \left( x + C \nabla \Psi(x) \right) \]  

(2.13)

and

\[ \mu^N(x) = - \left( P^N x + C^N \nabla \Psi^N(x) \right). \]  

(2.14)

Setting \( h(\ell) = 1 \) in (1.7) we see that the measure \( \pi \) given by (1.6) is invariant with respect to the diffusion process

\[ \frac{dz}{dt} = \mu(z) + \sqrt{2} \, dW, \quad z(0) = z^0 \]

where \( W \) is a Brownian motion (see [DPZ92]) in \( H \) with covariance operator \( C \). Similarly, the measure \( \pi^N \) given by (2.11) is invariant with respect to the diffusion process

\[ \frac{dz}{dt} = \mu^N(z) + \sqrt{2} \, dW^N, \quad z(0) = z^0 \]  

(2.15)

where \( W^N \) is a Brownian motion in \( H \) with covariance operator \( C^N \). The idea of the MALA algorithm is to make a proposal based on Euler-Maruyama discretization of a diffusion process which is invariant with respect to the target. To this end we consider, from state \( x \in X \), proposals \( y \in X \) given by

\[ y - x = \delta \mu^N(x) + \sqrt{2} \delta C^N \frac{1}{2} \xi^N \]

where \( \delta = \ell - 1 \)

(2.16)

with \( \xi^N = \sum_{i=1}^N \xi_i \varphi_i \) and \( \xi_i \overset{D}{\sim} N(0,1) \). Thus \( \delta \) is the time-step in an Euler-Maruyama discretization of (2.15). We introduce a related parameter

\[ \Delta t := \ell^{-1} \delta = N^{-\frac{1}{2}} \]

which will be the natural time-step for the limiting diffusion process derived from the proposal above, after inclusion of an accept-reject mechanism. The scaling of \( \Delta t \), and hence \( \delta \), with \( N \) will ensure that the average acceptance probability is of order 1 as \( N \) grows. The quantity \( \ell > 0 \) is a fixed parameter which can be chosen to maximize the speed of the limiting diffusion process: see the discussion in the introduction and after the Main Theorem below.

We will study the Markov chain \( \{x^k,N\}_{k \geq 0} \) resulting from Metropolizing this proposal when it is started at stationarity: the initial position \( x^{0,N} \) is distributed as \( \pi^N \) and thus lies in \( X^N \). Therefore, the Markov chain evolves in \( X^N \); as a consequence, only the first \( N \) components of an expansion in the eigenbasis of \( C \) are nonzero and the algorithm can be implemented in \( \mathbb{R}^N \). However the analysis is cleaner when written in \( X^N \subset \mathcal{H}^s \).

The acceptance probability only depends on the first \( N \) coordinates of \( x \) and \( y \) and has the form

\[ \alpha^N(x,\xi^N) = 1 \wedge \frac{\pi^N(y)T^N(y,x)}{\pi^N(x)T^N(x,y)} = 1 \wedge \exp^{\frac{1}{\Delta t} \|y - x - \delta \mu^N(x)\|^2_{C^N}}, \]

(2.17)

where the function \( T^N \) given by

\[ T^N(x,y) \propto \exp \left\{ - \frac{1}{4\delta} \|y - x - \delta \mu^N(x)\|^2_{C^N} \right\} \]

is the density of the Langevin proposals. The local mean acceptance probability \( \alpha^N(x) \) is defined by

\[ \alpha^N(x) = \mathbb{E}_x [\alpha^N(x,\xi^N)]. \]

(2.18)

The Markov chain for \( x^N = \{x^{k,N}\} \) can also be expressed as

\[
\begin{align*}
    y^{k,N} &= x^{k,N} + \delta \mu^N(x^{k,N}) + \sqrt{2\delta} (C^N)^{\frac{1}{2}} \xi^{k,N} \\
    x^{k+1,N} &= \gamma^{k,N} y^{k,N} + (1 - \gamma^{k,N}) x^{k,N}
\end{align*}
\]

(2.19)
where \( \xi^{k,N} \) are i.i.d samples distributed as \( \xi^N \) and \( \gamma^{k,N} = \gamma^N(x^{k,N}, \xi^{k,N}) \) is a Bernoulli random variable with success probability \( \alpha^N(x^{k,N}, \xi^{k,N}) \). We may view the Bernoulli random variable as \( \gamma^{k,N} = 1_{\{U^k < \alpha^N(x^{k,N}, \xi^{k,N})\}} \) where \( U^k \overset{\text{d}}{=} \text{Uniform}(0,1) \) is independent from \( x^{k,N} \) and \( \xi^{k,N} \). The quantity \( Q^N \) defined in Equation (2.17) may be expressed as

\[
Q^N(x^N, \xi^N) = -\frac{1}{2} \left( \|y\|_{C^2_N}^2 - \|x\|_{C^2_N}^2 \right) - \left( \Psi^N(y) - \Psi^N(x) \right) - \frac{1}{4\delta} \left\{ \|x - y - \delta \mu^N(y)\|_{C^2_N}^2 - \|x - y - \delta \mu^N(x)\|_{C^2_N}^2 \right\}.
\]

As will be seen in the next section, a key idea behind our proof is that, for large \( N \), the quantity \( Q^N(x, \xi^N) \) behaves like a Gaussian random variable independent from the current position \( x \).

In summary, the Markov chain that we have described in \( \mathcal{H}^* \) is, when projected onto \( X^N \), equivalent to a standard MALA algorithm on \( \mathbb{R}^N \) for the Lebesgue density (2.12). Recall that the target measure \( \pi \) in (1.6) is the invariant measure of the SPDE (1.7). Our goal is to obtain an invariance principle for the continuous interpolant (1.4) of the Markov chain \( \{x^{k,N}\} \) started in stationarity, i.e., to show weak convergence in \( C([0,T]; \mathcal{H}^*) \) of \( z^N(t) \) to the solution \( z(t) \) of the SPDE (1.7), as the dimension \( N \to \infty \).

3. Diffusion Limit and Proof Strategy

In this section we state the main theorem, set it in context, and explain the proof technique that we adopt.

3.1. Main Theorem

Consider the constant \( \alpha(\ell) = \mathbb{E}[1 \wedge e^{2\ell}] \) where \( Z\ell \overset{\text{d}}{=} N(-\frac{\ell}{2}, \frac{\ell^2}{2}) \) and define the speed function

\[
h(\ell) = \ell \alpha(\ell).
\]

The quantity \( \alpha(\ell) \) represents the limiting expected acceptance probability of the MALA algorithm while \( h(\ell) \) is the asymptotic speed function of the limiting diffusion. The following is the main result of this article (it is stated in full, with conditions, as Theorem 5.2):

**Main Theorem:** Let the initial condition \( x^{0,N} \) of the MALA algorithm be such that \( x^{0,N} \overset{\text{d}}{=} \pi^N \) and let \( z^N(t) \) be a piecewise linear, continuous interpolant of the MALA algorithm (2.19) as defined in (1.4) with \( \Delta t = N^{-\frac{1}{4}} \). Then, for any \( T > 0 \), \( z^N(t) \) converges weakly in \( C([0,T], \mathcal{H}^*) \) to the diffusion process \( z(t) \) given by Equation (1.7) with \( z(0) \overset{\text{d}}{=} \pi \).

We now explain the following two important implications of this result:

- since time has to be accelerated by a factor \((\Delta t)^{-1} = N^{\frac{1}{4}}\) in order to observe a diffusion limit, it follows that in stationarity the work required to explore the invariant measure scales as \( O(N^{\frac{1}{4}}) \);
- the speed at which the invariant measure is explored, again in stationarity, is maximized by tuning the average acceptance probability to 0.574.

The first implication follows from (1.4) since this shows that \( O(N^{\frac{1}{4}}) \) steps of the MALA Markov chain (2.19) are required for \( z^N(t) \) to approximate \( z(t) \) on a time interval \([0,T]\) long enough for \( z(t) \) to have explored its invariant measure. The second implication follows from Equation (1.7) for \( z(t) \), together with the definition (3.1) of \( h(\ell) \) itself. The maximum of the speed of the limiting diffusion \( h(\ell) \) occurs at an average acceptance probability of \( \alpha^* = 0.574 \), to three decimal places. Thus, remarkably, the optimal acceptance probability identified in [RR98] for product measures, is also optimal for the non-product measures studied in this paper.
3.2. Proof strategy

To communicate the main ideas, we give a heuristic of the proof before proceeding to give full details in subsequent sections. Let us first examine a simpler situation: consider a scalar Lipschitz function $\mu : \mathbb{R} \to \mathbb{R}$ and two scalar constants $\ell, C > 0$. The usual theory of diffusion approximation for Markov processes [EK86] shows that the sequence $x^N$ of Markov chains

$$x^{k+1,N} - x^{k,N} = \mu(x^{k,N}) \ell N^{-\frac{1}{2}} + \sqrt{2\ell N^{-\frac{1}{2}}} C^\frac{1}{2} \xi^k,$$

with i.i.d. $\xi^k \sim \mathcal{N}(0,1)$ converges weakly, when interpolated using a time-acceleration factor of $N^\frac{1}{2}$, to the scalar diffusion $dz(t) = \ell \mu(z(t)) dt + \sqrt{2\ell} dW(t)$ where $W$ is a Brownian motion with variance $\text{Var}(W(t)) = Ct$. Also, if $\gamma^k$ is an i.i.d. sequence of Bernoulli random variables with success rate $\alpha(\ell)$, independent from the Markov chain $x^N$, one can prove that the sequence $x^N$ of Markov chains given by

$$x^{k+1,N} - x^{k,N} = \gamma^k \left\{ \mu(x^{k,N}) \ell N^{-\frac{1}{2}} + \sqrt{2\ell N^{-\frac{1}{2}}} C^\frac{1}{2} \xi^k \right\}$$

converges weakly, when interpolated using a time-acceleration factor $N^\frac{1}{2}$, to the diffusion

$$dz(t) = h(\ell)\mu(z(t)) dt + \sqrt{2h(\ell)} dW(t) \quad \text{where} \quad h(\ell) = \ell \alpha(\ell).$$

This shows that the Bernoulli random variables $\{\gamma^k\}$ have slowed down the original Markov chain by a factor $\alpha(\ell)$.

The proof of Theorem 5.2 is an application of this idea in a slightly more general setting. The following complications arise.

- Instead of working with scalar diffusions, the result holds for a Hilbert space-valued diffusion. The correlation structure between the different coordinates is not present in the preceding simple example and has to be taken into account.
- Instead of working with a single drift function $\mu$, a sequence of approximations $d^N$ converging to $\mu$ has to be taken into account.
The Bernoulli random variables $\gamma^{k,N}$ are not i.i.d. and have an autocorrelation structure. On top of that, the Bernoulli random variables $\gamma^{k,N}$ are not independent from the Markov chain $x^{k,N}$. This is the main difficulty in the proof.

It should be emphasized that the main theorem uses the fact that the MALA Markov chain is started at stationarity: this in particular implies that $x^{k,N} \overset{D}{=} \pi^N$ for any $k \geq 0$, which is crucial to the proof of the invariance principle as it allows us to control the correlation between $\gamma^{k,N}$ and $x^{k,N}$.

The acceptance probability of the proposal (2.16) is equal to $\alpha^N(x, \xi^N) = 1 \land e^{Q^N(x, \xi^N)}$ and the quantity $\alpha^N(x) = \mathbb{E}_x[\alpha^N(x, \xi^N)]$ given by (2.18) represents the mean acceptance probability when the Markov chain $x^N$ stands at $x$. For our proof it is important to understand how the acceptance probability $\alpha^N(x, \xi^N)$ depends on the current position $x$ and on the source of randomness $\xi^N$. Recall the quantity $Q^N$ defined in Equation (2.20): the main observation is that $Q^N(x, \xi^N)$ can be approximated by a Gaussian random variables

$$Q^N(x, \xi^N) \approx Z_\ell$$

where $Z_\ell \overset{D}{=} N(-\frac{\mu^2}{4}, \frac{\mu^2}{2})$. These approximations are made rigorous in Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 4.2. Therefore, the Bernoulli random variable $\gamma^N(x, \xi^N)$ with success probability $1 \land e^{Q^N(x, \xi^N)}$ can be approximated by a Bernoulli random variable, independent of $x$, with success probability equal to

$$\alpha(\ell) = \mathbb{E}[1 \land e^{Z_\ell}].$$

Thus, the limiting acceptance probability of the MALA algorithm is as given in Equation (3.3).

Recall that $\Delta t = N^{-\frac{1}{2}}$. With this notation we introduce the drift function $d^N : \mathcal{H}^s \to \mathcal{H}^s$ given by

$$d^N(x) = (h(\ell) \Delta t)^{-1} \mathbb{E}[x^{1,N} - x^{0,N} | x^{0,N} = x]$$

and the martingale difference array $\{\Gamma^{k,N} : k \geq 0\}$ defined by $\Gamma^{k,N} = \Gamma^N_k(x^{k,N}; \xi^{k,N})$ with

$$\Gamma^{k,N} = \left(2h(\ell) \Delta t\right)^{-\frac{1}{2}} \left(x^{k+1,N} - x^{k,N} - h(\ell) \Delta t d^N(x^{k,N})\right).$$

The normalization constant $h(\ell)$ defined in Equation (3.1) ensures that the drift function $d^N$ and the martingale difference array $\{\Gamma^{k,N}\}$ are asymptotically independent from the parameter $\ell$. The drift-martingale decomposition of the Markov chain $\{x^{k,N}\}_k$ then reads

$$x^{k+1,N} - x^{k,N} = h(\ell) \Delta t d^N(x^{k,N}) + \sqrt{2h(\ell) \Delta t} \Gamma^{k,N}.$$  

Lemma 4.4 and Lemma 4.5 exploit the Gaussian behaviour of $Q^N(x, \xi^N)$ described in Equation (3.2) in order to give quantitative versions of the following approximations,

$$d^N(x) \approx \mu(x) \quad \text{and} \quad \Gamma^{k,N} \approx N(0, C)$$

where $\mu(x) = -\left(x + C \nabla \Psi(x)\right)$. From Equation (3.6) it follows that for large $N$ the evolution of the Markov chain resembles the Euler discretization of the limiting diffusion (1.7). The next step consists of proving an invariance principle for a rescaled version of the martingale difference array $\{\Gamma^{k,N}\}$. The continuous process $W^N \in C([0; T], \mathcal{H}^s)$ is defined as

$$W^N(t) = \sqrt{\Delta t} \sum_{j=0}^{k} \Gamma^{j,N} + \frac{t - k \Delta t}{\sqrt{\Delta t}} \Gamma^{k+1,N} \quad \text{for} \quad k \Delta t \leq t < (k + 1) \Delta t.$$  

The sequence of processes $\{W^N\}$ converges weakly in $C([0; T], \mathcal{H}^s)$ to a Brownian motion $W$ in $\mathcal{H}^s$ with covariance operator equal to $C_\alpha$. Indeed, Proposition 4.7 proves the stronger result

$$(x^{0,N}, W^N) \Rightarrow (z^0, W).$$
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where \( \Rightarrow \) denotes weak convergence in \( \mathcal{H}^s \times C([0; T], \mathcal{H}^s) \) and \( z^0 \sim \mathcal{N} \) is independent of the limiting Brownian motion \( W \). Using this invariance principle and the fact that the noise process is additive (the diffusion coefficient of the SPDE (1.7) is constant), the main theorem follows from a continuous mapping argument which we now outline. For any \( W \in C([0, T]; \mathcal{H}^s) \) we define the Itô map

\[
\Theta: \mathcal{H}^s \times C([0, T]; \mathcal{H}^s) \to C([0, T]; \mathcal{H}^s)
\]

which maps \( (z^0, W) \) to the unique solution of the integral equation

\[
z(t) = z^0 - h(t) \int_0^t \mu(z) \, du + \sqrt{2h(t)} W(t) \quad \forall t \in [0, T].
\]

(3.9)

Notice that \( z = \Theta(z^0, W) \) solves the SPDE (1.7). The Itô map \( \Theta \) is continuous, essentially because the noise in (1.7) is additive (does not depend on the state \( z \)). The piecewise constant interpolant \( \dot{z}^N \) of \( x^N \) is defined by

\[
\dot{z}^N(t) = x^k \quad \text{for} \quad k\Delta t \leq t < (k + 1)\Delta t.
\]

(3.10)

The continuous piecewise linear interpolant \( z^N \) defined in Equation (1.4) satisfies

\[
z^N(t) = x^{0,N} + h(t) \int_0^t dN\dot{z}^N(u) \, du + \sqrt{2h(t)} W^N(t) \quad \forall t \in [0, T].
\]

(3.11)

Using the closeness of \( d^N(x) \) and \( \mu(x) \), of \( z^N \) and \( \dot{z}^N \), we will see that there exists a process \( \hat{W}^N \Rightarrow W \) as \( N \to \infty \) such that

\[
z^N(t) = x^{0,N} - h(t) \int_0^t \mu(z^N(u)) \, du + \sqrt{2h(t)} \hat{W}^N(t),
\]

so that \( z^N = \Theta(x^{0,N}, \hat{W}^N) \). By continuity of the Itô map \( \Theta \), it follows from the continuous mapping theorem that \( z^N = \Theta(x^{0,N}, \hat{W}^N) \Rightarrow \Theta(z^0, W) = z \) as \( N \) goes to infinity. This weak convergence result is the principal result of this article and is stated precisely in Theorem 5.2.

### 3.3. Assumptions

Here we give assumptions on the decay of the eigenvalues of \( C \) – that they decay like \( j^{-\kappa} \) for some \( \kappa > \frac{1}{2} \) – and then assumptions on \( \Psi \) that are linked to the eigenvalues of \( C \) through the need for the change of measure in (2.11) to be \( \pi_0 \)-measurable. Let \( \nabla \Psi: \mathcal{H}^s \to \mathcal{R} \). Then for each \( x \in \mathcal{H}^s \) the derivative \( \nabla \Psi(x) \) is an element of the dual \( (\mathcal{H}^s)^* \) of \( \mathcal{H}^s \), comprising linear functionals on \( \mathcal{H}^s \). However, we may identify \( (\mathcal{H}^s)^* \) with \( \mathcal{H}^{-s} \) and view \( \nabla \Psi(x) \) as an element of \( \mathcal{H}^{-s} \) for each \( x \in \mathcal{H}^s \). With this identification, the following identity holds

\[
\|\nabla \Psi(x)\|_{\mathcal{L}(\mathcal{H}^s, \mathcal{R})} = \|\nabla \Psi(x)\|_s
\]

and the second derivative \( \partial^2 \Psi(x) \) can be identified as an element of \( \mathcal{L}(\mathcal{H}^s, \mathcal{H}^{-s}) \). To avoid technicalities we assume that \( \Psi(x) \) is quadratically bounded, with first derivative linearly bounded and second derivative globally bounded. Weaker assumptions could be dealt with by use of stopping time arguments.

**Assumptions 3.1.** The operator \( C \) and functional \( \Psi \) satisfy the following:

1. **Decay of Eigenvalues** \( \lambda_j^2 \) of \( C \): there is an exponent \( \kappa > \frac{1}{2} \) such that

\[
\lambda_j \asymp j^{-\kappa}
\]
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2. **Assumptions on \( \Psi \):** There exist constants \( M_i \in \mathbb{R}, i \leq 4 \) and \( s \in [0, \kappa - 1/2) \) such that \( \Psi : \mathcal{H}^s \to \mathbb{R} \) satisfies

\[
M_1 \leq \Psi(x) \leq M_2 \left(1 + \|x\|^2_s\right) \quad \forall x \in \mathcal{H}^s
\]

\[
\|\nabla \Psi(x)\|_{-s} \leq M_3 \left(1 + \|x\|_s\right) \quad \forall x \in \mathcal{H}^s
\]

\[
\|\partial^2 \Psi(x)\|_{\mathcal{L}(\mathcal{H}^s, \mathcal{H}^{-s})} \leq M_4 \quad \forall x \in \mathcal{H}^s.
\]

**Remark 3.2.** The condition \( \kappa > \frac{1}{2} \) ensures that \( C \) is trace class in \( \mathcal{H} \). In fact \( C_r \) is trace-class in \( \mathcal{H}^r \) for any \( r < \kappa - \frac{1}{2} \). It follows that the \( \mathcal{H}^r \) norm of \( x \) is \( \pi_0 \)-almost surely finite for any \( r < \kappa - \frac{1}{2} \) because \( \mathbb{E}\left(\|x\|^2_{\mathcal{H}^r}\right) = \text{Tr}_{\mathcal{H}^r}(C_r) < \infty \).

**Remark 3.3.** The functional \( \Psi(x) = \frac{1}{2}\|x\|^2_{\mathcal{H}^s} \) is defined on \( \mathcal{H}^s \) and its derivative at \( x \in \mathcal{H}^s \) is given by \( \nabla \Psi(x) = \sum_{j \geq 0} j^{2s} j \varphi_j \in \mathcal{H}^{-s} \) with \( \|\nabla \Psi(x)\|_{-s} = \|x\|_s \). The second derivative \( \partial^2 \Psi(x) \in \mathcal{L}(\mathcal{H}^s, \mathcal{H}^{-s}) \) is the linear operator that maps \( u \in \mathcal{H}^s \) to \( \sum_{j \geq 0} j^{2s}(u, \varphi_j) \varphi_j \in \mathcal{H}^s \): its norm satisfies \( \|\partial^2 \Psi(x)\|_{\mathcal{L}(\mathcal{H}^s, \mathcal{H}^{-s})} = 1 \) for any \( x \in \mathcal{H}^s \). Since the eigenvalues \( \lambda_j^2 \) of \( C \) decrease as \( \lambda_j \approx j^{-s} \), the operator \( C \) has a smoothing effect: \( C^\alpha h \) gains \( 2\alpha \kappa \) orders of regularity.

**Lemma 3.4.** For any vector \( h \in \mathcal{H} \) and exponent \( \beta \in \mathbb{R} \), \( \|h\|_{\mathcal{H}^s} \asymp \|h\|_{\mathcal{H}^\beta} \) and \( \|C^{\alpha} h\|_{\mathcal{H}^\beta} \asymp \|h\|_{\mathcal{H}^{\beta-2\alpha}} \).

**Proof.** Under Assumption 3.1 the eigenvalues satisfy \( \lambda_j \approx j^{-s} \). Hence

\[
\|h\|^2_{\mathcal{H}^s} = \sum_{j \geq 1} \lambda_j^{-2} h_j^2 \asymp \sum_{j \geq 1} j^{2s} h_j^2 = \|h\|^2_{\mathcal{H}^\kappa}.
\]

Also,

\[
\|C^{\alpha} h\|^2_{\mathcal{H}^\beta} = \sum_{j \geq 1} j^{2\beta} (C^{\alpha} h, \varphi_j)^2 = \sum_{j \geq 1} j^{2\beta} (\lambda_j^{2\alpha} h_j)^2 \asymp \sum_{j \geq 1} j^{2\beta} j^{-4\kappa \alpha} h_j^2 = \|h\|^2_{\mathcal{H}^{\beta-2\alpha}},
\]

which concludes the proof of the lemma.

For simplicity we assume throughout this paper that \( \Psi^N(\cdot) = \Psi(P^N \cdot) \). From this definition it follows that \( \nabla \Psi^N(x) = P^N \nabla \Psi(P^N x) \) and \( \partial^2 \Psi^N(x) = P^N \partial^2 \Psi(P^N x) P^N \). Other approximations could be handled similarly. The function \( \Psi^N \) may be shown to satisfy the following:

**Assumptions 3.5.** The functions \( \Psi^N : \mathcal{H}^s \to \mathbb{R} \) satisfy the same conditions imposed on \( \Psi \) given by Equations (3.12), (3.12) and (3.14) with the same constants uniformly in \( N \).

Notice also that the above assumptions on \( \Psi \) and \( \Psi^N \) imply \(^2 \) that for all \( x, y \in \mathcal{H}^s \),

\[
\Psi^N(y) = \Psi^N(x) + \langle \nabla \Psi^N(x), y - x \rangle + \text{rem}(x, y) \quad \text{with} \quad \text{rem}(x, y) \leq M_5 \|x - y\|^2_s
\]

for some constant \( M_5 > 0 \). The following result will be used repeatedly in the sequel:

**Lemma 3.6.** \( (C \nabla \Psi : \mathcal{H}^s \to \mathcal{H}^s \text{ is globally Lipschitz}) \)

Under Assumptions 3.1 the functional \( C \Psi \) is globally Lipschitz on \( \mathcal{H}^s \): there exists \( M_6 > 0 \) satisfying

\[
\|C \nabla \Psi(x) - C \nabla \Psi(y)\|_{\mathcal{H}^s} \leq M_6 \|x - y\|_{\mathcal{H}^s} \quad \forall x, y \in \mathcal{H}^s.
\]

**Proof.** Because \( s - 2\kappa < -s \) we have \( \|C \nabla \Psi(x) - C \nabla \Psi(y)\|_{\mathcal{H}^s} \approx \|\nabla \Psi(x) - \nabla \Psi(y)\|_{\mathcal{H}^{-2\kappa}} \lesssim \|\nabla \Psi(x) - \nabla \Psi(y)\|_{\mathcal{H}^{-s}} \) so that it suffices to prove that \( \|\nabla \Psi(x) - \nabla \Psi(y)\|_{\mathcal{H}^{-s}} \lesssim \|y - x\|_{\mathcal{H}^s} \). Assumption 3.1 states that \( \partial^2 \Psi \) is uniformly bounded in \( \mathcal{L}(\mathcal{H}^s, \mathcal{H}^{-s}) \) so that

\[
\|\nabla \Psi(y) - \nabla \Psi(y)\|_{\mathcal{H}^{-s}} = \left\|\int_0^1 \partial^2 \Psi(t(y - x)) \cdot (y - x) \, dt\right\|_{\mathcal{H}^{-s}} \lesssim \int_0^1 \|\partial^2 \Psi(t(y - x))\|_{\mathcal{H}^{-s}} \, dt \leq M_6 \|x - y\|_{\mathcal{H}^s}
\]

\(^2\)We extend \( \langle \cdot, \cdot \rangle \) from an inner-product on \( \mathcal{H} \) to the dual pairing between \( \mathcal{H}^{-s} \) and \( \mathcal{H}^s \).
\[ \leq \int_0^1 \| \partial^2 \Psi(x + t(y - x)) \cdot (y - x) \|_s \, dt \]
\[ \leq M_4 \int_0^1 \| y - x \|_s \, dt, \]
which finishes the proof of Lemma 3.6.

**Remark 3.7.** Lemma 3.6 shows in particular that the function \( \mu : \mathcal{H}^s \to \mathcal{H}^s \) defined by (2.13) is globally Lipschitz on \( \mathcal{H}^s \). The same proof shows that \( C^N \nabla \Psi^N : \mathcal{H}^s \to \mathcal{H}^s \) and \( \mu^N : \mathcal{H}^s \to \mathcal{H}^s \) given by (2.14) are globally Lipschitz and that the Lipschitz constants can be chosen uniformly in \( N \).

The globally Lipschitz property of \( \mu \) ensures that the solution of the Langevin diffusion (1.7) is defined for all time. The global Lipschitzness of \( \mu \) is also used to show the continuity of the Itô map \( \Theta : \mathcal{H}^s \times C([0, T], \mathcal{H}^s) \to C([0, T], \mathcal{H}^s) \) which maps \((Z^0, W) \in \mathcal{H}^s \times C([0, T], \mathcal{H}^s)\) to the unique solution of the integral equation (3.9) below.

We now show that the sequence of functions \( \mu^N : \mathcal{H}^s \to \mathcal{H}^s \) defined by
\[ \mu^N(x) \stackrel{\text{def}}{=} - \left( P^N x + C^N \nabla \Psi^N(x) \right) = - \left( P^N x + P^N C P^N \nabla \Psi(P^N x) \right) \]
converge to \( \mu \) in an appropriate sense.

**Lemma 3.8.** (\( \mu^N \) converges \( \pi_0 \)-almost surely to \( \mu \))

Let Assumption 3.1 hold. The sequences of functions \( \mu^N \) satisfies
\[ \pi_0 \left( \left\{ x \in \mathcal{H}^s : \lim_{N \to \infty} \| \mu^N(x) - \mu(x) \|_s = 0 \right\} \right) = 1. \]

**Proof.** It is enough to verify that for \( x \in \mathcal{H}^s \) we have
\[ \lim_{N \to \infty} \| P^N x - x \|_s = 0 \quad (3.17) \]
\[ \lim_{N \to \infty} \| C P^N \nabla \Psi(P^N x) - C \nabla \Psi(x) \|_s = 0. \quad (3.18) \]

- Let us prove Equation (3.17). For \( x \in \mathcal{H}^s \) we have \( \sum_{j \geq 1} j^{2s} z_j^2 < \infty \) so that
\[ \lim_{N \to \infty} \| P^N x - x \|_s^2 = \lim_{N \to \infty} \sum_{j=N+1}^{\infty} j^{2s} z_j^2 = 0. \quad (3.19) \]

- Let us prove (3.18). The triangle inequality shows that
\[ \| C P^N \nabla \Psi(P^N x) - C \nabla \Psi(x) \|_s \leq \| C P^N \nabla \Psi(P^N x) - C P^N \nabla \Psi(x) \|_s + \| C P^N \nabla \Psi(x) - C \nabla \Psi(x) \|_s \]

The same proof as Lemma 3.6 reveals that \( C P^N \nabla \Psi : \mathcal{H}^s \to \mathcal{H}^s \) is globally Lipschitz, with a Lipschitz constant that can be chosen independent from \( N \). Consequently, Equation (3.19) shows that
\[ \| C P^N \nabla \Psi(P^N x) - C P^N \nabla \Psi(x) \|_s \leq \| P^N x - x \|_s \to 0. \]

Also, \( z = \nabla \Psi(x) \in \mathcal{H}^{-s} \) so that \( \| \nabla \Psi(x) \|_s^2 = \sum_{j \geq 1} j^{2s} z_j^2 < \infty \). The eigenvalues of \( C \) satisfy \( \lambda_j^2 \asymp j^{-2s} \) with \( s < \kappa - \frac{1}{2} \). Consequently,
\[ \| C P^N \nabla \Psi(x) - C \nabla \Psi(x) \|_s^2 = \sum_{j=N+1}^{\infty} j^{2s} (\lambda_j^2 z_j)^2 \leq \sum_{j=N+1}^{\infty} j^{2s - 4s} z_j^2 \]
\[ = \sum_{j=N+1}^{\infty} j^{4(s-\kappa)} j^{-2s} z_j^2 \leq \frac{1}{(N+1)^{4(\kappa-s)}} \| \nabla \Psi(x) \|_s^2 \to 0. \]
The next lemma shows that the size of the jump \( y - x \) is of order \( \sqrt{\Delta t} \).

**Lemma 3.9.** Consider \( y \) given by (2.16). Under Assumptions 3.5, for any \( p \geq 1 \) we have

\[
\mathbb{E}^\pi_N \left[ ||y - x||^2_s \right] \lesssim (\Delta t)^{\frac{1}{2}} \cdot (1 + ||x||^p_s).
\]

**Proof.** Under Assumption 3.5 the functional \( \mu^N \) is globally Lipschitz on \( \mathcal{H}^s \), with Lipschitz constant that can be chosen independent from \( N \). Thus

\[
||y - x||_s \lesssim \Delta t (1 + ||x||_s) + \sqrt{\Delta t} ||C^{\frac{1}{2}} \xi^N||_s.
\]

We have \( \mathbb{E}^\pi \left[ ||C^{\frac{1}{2}} \xi^N||^p_s \right] \leq \mathbb{E}^\pi \left[ ||\xi||^p_s \right] < \infty \), where \( \xi \sim \mathcal{N}(0, C) \). Fernique’s theorem [DPZ92] shows that \( \mathbb{E}^\pi \left[ ||\xi||^p_s \right] \) is uniformly bounded as a function of \( N \), proving the lemma.

The normalizing constants \( M_{\Psi^N} \) are uniformly bounded and we use this fact to obtain uniform bounds on moments of functionals in \( \mathcal{H} \) under \( \pi^N \). Moreover, we prove that the sequence of probability measures \( \pi^N \) on \( \mathcal{H}^s \) converges weakly in \( \mathcal{H}^s \) to \( \pi \).

**Lemma 3.10.** (Finite dimensional approximation \( \pi^N \) of \( \pi \))

Under the Assumptions 3.5 on \( \Psi^N \) the normalizing constants \( M_{\Psi^N} \) are uniformly bounded so that for any measurable functional \( f : \mathcal{H} \to \mathbb{R} \), we have

\[
\mathbb{E}^{\pi^N} \left[ ||f(x)|| \right] \lesssim \mathbb{E}^{\pi_0} \left[ ||f(x)|| \right].
\]

Moreover, the sequence of probability measure \( \pi^N \) satisfies

\[
\pi^N \Rightarrow \pi
\]

where \( \Rightarrow \) denotes weak convergence in \( \mathcal{H}^s \).

**Proof.** By definition, \( M_{\Psi^N}^{-1} = \int_{\mathcal{H}} \exp \left( -\Psi^N(x) \right) \pi_0(dx) \geq \int_{\mathcal{H}} \exp \left( -M_2(1 + ||x||^2_s) \right) \pi_0(dx) \geq e^{-2M_2} \mathbb{P}(||x||_s \leq 1) \) and therefore \( \inf \{ M_{\Psi^N}^{-1} : N \in \mathbb{N} \} > 0 \), which shows that the normalization constants \( M_{\Psi^N} \) are uniformly bounded. Because \( \Psi^N \) is uniformly lower bounded by a constant \( M_1 \), for any \( f : \mathcal{H} \to \mathbb{R} \) we have

\[
\mathbb{E}^{\pi^N} \left[ |f(x)| \right] \leq \sup_N \left\{ M_{\Psi^N} \right\} \mathbb{E}^{\pi_0} \left[ e^{-\Psi^N(x)} |f(x)| \right] \leq e^{-M_1} \sup_N \left\{ M_{\Psi^N} \right\} \mathbb{E}^{\pi_0} \left[ f(x) \right].
\]

Let us now prove that \( \pi^N \Rightarrow \pi \). We need to show that for any bounded continuous function \( g : \mathcal{H}^s \to \mathbb{R} \) we have \( \lim_{N \to \infty} \mathbb{E}^{\pi^N} \left[ g(x) \right] = \mathbb{E}^{\pi} \left[ g(x) \right] \) where

\[
\mathbb{E}^{\pi^N} \left[ g(x) \right] = \mathbb{E}^{\pi^N} \left[ g(x) M_{\Psi^N} e^{-\Psi^N(x)} \right] = \mathbb{E}^{\pi_0} \left[ g(P^N x) M_{\Psi^N} e^{-\Psi(P^N x)} \right].
\]

Since \( g \) is bounded, \( \Psi \) is lower bounded and since the normalization constants are uniformly bounded, the dominated convergence theorem shows that it suffices to show that \( g(P^N x) M_{\Psi^N} e^{-\Psi(P^N x)} \) converges \( \pi_0 \)-almost surely to \( g(x) M_{\Psi} e^{-\Psi(x)} \). For this in turn it suffices to show that \( \Psi(P^N x) \) converges \( \pi_0 \)-almost surely to \( \Psi(x) \) as this also proves almost sure convergence of the normalization constants. By (3.13) we have

\[
||\Psi(P^N x) - \Psi(x)|| \lesssim (1 + ||x||_s + ||P^N x||_s) ||P^N x - x||_s.
\]

But \( \lim_{N \to \infty} ||P^N x - x||_s \to 0 \) for any \( x \in \mathcal{H}^s \), by dominated convergence, and the result follows.
4. Key Estimates

In this section we describe a Gaussian approximation within the acceptance probability for the MALA algorithm and, using this, quantify the mean one-step drift and diffusion.

4.1. Gaussian approximation of $Q^N$

Recall the quantity $Q^N$ defined in Equation (2.20). This section proves that $Q^N$ has a Gaussian behaviour in the sense that

$$Q^N(x, \xi^N) = Z^N(x, \xi^N) + i^N(x, \xi^N) + e^N(x, \xi^N)$$

where the quantities $Z^N$ and $i^N$ are equal to

$$Z^N(x, \xi^N) = -\frac{\ell^2}{4} - \frac{\ell^2}{\sqrt{2}} N^{-\frac{1}{2}} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \lambda_j^{-1} \xi_j x_j$$

$$i^N(x, \xi^N) = \frac{1}{2} (\ell \Delta t)^2 \left( \|x\|^2_{\mathcal{C}^N} - (|\mathcal{C}^N\rangle \xi_{\mathcal{C}^N})^2 \right)$$

with $i^N$ and $e^N$ small. Thus the principal contribution to $Q^N$ comes from the random variable $Z^N(x, \xi^N)$. Notice that, for each fixed $x \in \mathcal{H}^\ast$, the random variable $Z^N(x, \xi^N)$ is Gaussian. Furthermore, by virtue of (2.2), we have that almost surely with respect to $x$, the Gaussian distribution approaches that of $Z_{\ell} \sim N(-\ell^2, \ell^2)$. The next lemma rigorously bounds the error terms $e^N(x, \xi^N)$ and $i^N(x, \xi^N)$: we show that $i^N$ is an error term of order $O(N^{-\frac{1}{2}})$ and $e^N(x, \xi)$ is an error term of order $O(N^{-\frac{3}{2}})$. In Lemma 4.2 we then quantify the convergence of $Z^N(x, \xi^N)$ to $Z_{\ell}$.

**Lemma 4.1. (Gaussian Approximation)** Let $p \geq 1$ be an integer. Under Assumptions 3.1 and 3.5 the error terms $i^N$ and $e^N$ in the Gaussian approximation (4.1) satisfy

$$\left( \mathbb{E}^{\pi^N}[|i^N(x, \xi^N)|^p] \right)^{\frac{1}{p}} = O(N^{-\frac{1}{2}}) \quad \text{and} \quad \left( \mathbb{E}^{\pi^N}[|e^N(x, \xi^N)|^p] \right)^{\frac{1}{p}} = O(N^{-\frac{3}{2}}).$$

**Proof.** For notational clarity, without loss of generality, we suppose $p = 2q$. The quantity $Q^N$ is defined in Equation (2.20) and expanding terms leads to

$$Q^N(x, \xi^N) = I_1 + I_2 + I_3$$

where the quantities $I_1$, $I_2$ and $I_3$ are given by

$$I_1 = \frac{1}{2} \left( \|y\|^2_{\mathcal{C}^N} - \|x\|^2_{\mathcal{C}^N} \right) - \frac{1}{4 \ell \Delta t} \left( \|x - y(1 - \ell \Delta t)\|^2_{\mathcal{C}^N} - \|y - x(1 - \ell \Delta t)\|^2_{\mathcal{C}^N} \right)$$

$$I_2 = -\left( \Psi^N(y) - \Psi^N(x) \right) - \frac{1}{2} \left( \langle x - y(1 - \ell \Delta t), C^N \nabla \Psi^N(y) \rangle_{\mathcal{C}^N} - \langle y - x(1 - \ell \Delta t), C^N \nabla \Psi^N(x) \rangle_{\mathcal{C}^N} \right)$$

$$I_3 = -\frac{\ell \Delta t}{4} \left\{ \|C^N \nabla \Psi^N(y)\|^2_{\mathcal{C}^N} - \|C^N \nabla \Psi^N(x)\|^2_{\mathcal{C}^N} \right\}.$$
The term $I_1$ is $O(1)$ and constitutes the main contribution to $Q^N$. Before analyzing $I_1$ in more detail, we show that $I_2$ and $I_3$ are $O(N^{-\frac{3}{2}})$:

\[
\left( \mathbb{E}^{\pi^N}[I_2^2] \right)^{\frac{1}{2}} = O(N^{-\frac{1}{2}}) \quad \text{and} \quad \left( \mathbb{E}^{\pi^N}[I_3^2] \right)^{\frac{1}{2}} = O(N^{-\frac{1}{2}}). \tag{4.5}
\]

- **We expand $I_2$ and use the bound on the remainder of the Taylor expansion of $\Psi$ described in Equation (3.15),**

\[
I_2 = -\left\{ \Psi^N(y) - [\Psi^N(x) + \langle \nabla \Psi^N(x), y - x \rangle] \right\} + \frac{1}{2} \langle y - x, \nabla \Psi^N(y) - \nabla \Psi^N(x) \rangle \\
+ \frac{\ell \Delta t}{2} \left\{ \langle x, \nabla \Psi^N(x) \rangle - \langle y, \nabla \Psi^N(y) \rangle \right\} = A_1 + A_2 + A_3.
\]

Equation (3.15) and Lemma 3.9 show that

\[
\mathbb{E}^N [A_1^2] \lesssim \mathbb{E}^N [\|y - x\|^2] \lesssim (\Delta t)^2 \mathbb{E}^N [1 + \|x\|^2] \lesssim (\Delta t)^2 = \left( N^{-\frac{1}{2}} \right)^{2q},
\]

where we have used the fact that $\mathbb{E}^N [\|x\|^2] \lesssim \mathbb{E}^\omega [\|x\|^2] < \infty$. Equation (3.16) proves that $\|\nabla \Psi^N(y) - \nabla \Psi^N(x)\|_s \lesssim \|y - x\|_s$. Consequently, Lemma 3.9 shows that

\[
\mathbb{E}^N [A_2^2] \lesssim \mathbb{E}^N [\|y - x\|^2 \cdot \|\nabla \Psi^N(y) - \nabla \Psi^N(x)\|^2] \\
\lesssim \mathbb{E}^N [\|y - x\|^2] \lesssim (\Delta t)^2 \mathbb{E}^N [1 + \|x\|^2] \\
\lesssim (\Delta t)^2 = \left( N^{-\frac{1}{2}} \right)^{2q}.
\]

Assumption 3.5 states for any $z \in \mathcal{H}^s$ we have $\|\nabla \Psi^N(z)\|_s \lesssim 1 + \|z\|_s$. Therefore, $\mathbb{E}^N [A_3^2] \lesssim (\Delta t)^2q$. Putting these estimates together,

\[
\left( \mathbb{E}^N [I_2^2] \right)^{\frac{1}{2}} \lesssim \left( \mathbb{E}^N [A_1^2 + A_2^2 + A_3^2] \right)^{\frac{1}{2}} = O(N^{-\frac{1}{2}}).
\]

- **Lemma 3.6 states $C^N \nabla \Psi^N : \mathcal{H}^s \to \mathcal{H}^s$ is globally Lipschitz, with a Lipschitz constant that can be chosen uniformly in $N$. Therefore,**

\[
\|C^N \nabla \Psi^N(z)\|_s \lesssim 1 + \|z\|_s. \tag{4.6}
\]

Since $\|C^N \nabla \Psi^N(z)\|^2 = \langle \nabla \Psi^N(z), C^N \nabla \Psi^N(z) \rangle$, the bound (3.13) gives

\[
\mathbb{E}^N [I_3^2] \lesssim \Delta t^2q \mathbb{E} \left[ \langle \nabla \Psi^N(x), C^N \nabla \Psi^N(x) \rangle^q + \langle \nabla \Psi^N(y), C^N \nabla \Psi^N(y) \rangle^q \right] \\
\lesssim \Delta t^2q \mathbb{E}^N \left[ 1 + \|x\|_s^2q + (1 + \|y\|_s^2) \right] \\
\lesssim \Delta t^2q \mathbb{E}^N \left[ 1 + \|x\|^2 + \|y\|^2 \right] \lesssim \Delta t^2q = \left( N^{-\frac{1}{2}} \right)^{2q},
\]

which concludes the proof of Equation (4.5).

We now simplify further the expression for $I_1$ and demonstrate that it has a Gaussian behaviour. We use the definition of the proposal $y$ given in Equation (2.16) to expand $I_1$. For $x \in X^N$ we have $P^N x = x$. Therefore, for $x \in X^N$,

\[
I_1 = -\frac{\ell \Delta t}{4} \left( \| (1 - \ell \Delta t)x - \ell \Delta t C^N \nabla \Psi^N(x) + \sqrt{2\ell \Delta t} (C^N)^{\frac{1}{2}} \xi^N \|^2_{C^N} - \|x\|^2_{C^N} \right) \tag{16}
\]
Define the quantity $e^N(x,\xi^N)$ given by Equation (4.2) and (4.3)

$$Z^N(x,\xi^N) = B_1 + B_2 + B_3 + B_4.$$ 

with $Z^N(x,\xi^N)$ and $i^N(x,\xi^N)$ given by Equation (4.2) and (4.3) and $B_1 = \frac{\ell^3}{4}(1 - \frac{\|x\|^2}{N^2})$

$$B_2 = -\frac{\ell^3}{4}N^{-1}\left\{\|C^N\nabla \Psi^N(x)\|_{CN}^2 + 2\langle x, \nabla \Psi^N(x) \rangle \right\}$$

$$B_3 = \frac{i^3}{\sqrt{2}}N^{-\frac{3}{2}}\langle x + C^N\nabla \Psi^N(x), (C^N)^{\frac{3}{2}}\xi^N \rangle_{CN}$$

$$B_4 = \frac{i^3}{2}N^{-\frac{3}{2}}\langle x, \nabla \Psi^N(x) \rangle.$$ 

The quantity $Z^N$ is the leading term. For each fixed value of $x \in \mathcal{H}$ the term $Z^N(x,\xi^N)$ is Gaussian. Below, we prove that quantity $i^N$ is $O(N^{-\frac{3}{2}})$. We now establish that each $B_j$ is $O(N^{-\frac{3}{2}})$.

\begin{equation}
\left(\mathbb{E}^{\pi^N}[B_j^{2q}]\right)^{\frac{1}{2q}} = O(N^{-\frac{1}{2}}) \quad j = 1, \ldots, 4. \tag{4.7}
\end{equation}

- Lemma 3.10 shows that $\mathbb{E}^{\pi^N}[\{1 - \frac{\|x\|^2}{N^2}\}^{2q}] \lesssim \mathbb{E}^{\pi_0}[\{1 - \frac{\|x\|^2}{N^2}\}^{2q}]$. Under $\pi_0$,

$$\frac{\|x\|^2}{N} \lesssim \frac{\rho_1^2 + \ldots + \rho_N^2}{N},$$

where $\rho_1, \ldots, \rho_N$ are i.i.d. $N(0,1)$ Gaussian random variables. Consequently, $\mathbb{E}^{\pi^N}[B_j^{2q}]^{\frac{1}{2q}} = O(N^{-\frac{1}{2}})$.

- The term $\|C^N\nabla \Psi^N(x)\|_{CN}^{2q}$ has already been bounded while proving $\mathbb{E}^{\pi^N}[I_j^{2q}] \lesssim \left(N^{-\frac{1}{2}}\right)^{2q}$. Equation (3.13) gives the bound $\|\nabla \Psi^N(x)\|_s \lesssim 1 + \|x\|_s$ and shows that $\mathbb{E}^{\pi^N}[\langle x, \nabla \Psi^N(x) \rangle^{2q}]$ is uniformly bounded as a function of $N$. Consequently,

$$\mathbb{E}^{\pi^N}[B_j^{2q}]^{\frac{1}{2q}} = O(N^{-1}).$$

- We have $\langle C^N\nabla \Psi^N(x), (C^N)^{\frac{3}{2}}\xi^N \rangle_{CN} = \langle \nabla \Psi^N(x), (C^N)^{\frac{3}{2}}\xi^N \rangle$ so that

$$\mathbb{E}^{\pi^N}[\langle C^N\nabla \Psi^N(x), (C^N)^{\frac{3}{2}}\xi^N \rangle_{CN}^{2q}] \lesssim \mathbb{E}^{\pi^N}[\|\nabla \Psi^N(x)\|_{s}^2 \cdot \|(C^N)^{\frac{3}{2}}\xi^N\|_{s}^{2q}] \lesssim 1.$$ 

By Lemma 3.10, one can suppose $x \overset{D}{\sim} \pi_0$,

$$\langle x, (C^N)^{\frac{3}{2}}\xi^N \rangle_{CN} \overset{D}{=} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \rho_j \xi_j,$$

where $\rho_1, \ldots, \rho_N$ are i.i.d. $N(0,1)$ Gaussian random variables. Consequently $\left(\mathbb{E}^{\pi^N}[\langle x, (C^N)^{\frac{3}{2}}\xi^N \rangle_{CN}^{2q}]\right)^{\frac{1}{2q}} = O(N^{\frac{3}{2}})$, which proves that

$$\left(\mathbb{E}^{\pi^N}[B_j^{2q}]\right)^{\frac{1}{2q}} = O(N^{-\frac{3}{2}} + \frac{1}{2}) = O(N^{-\frac{3}{2}}).$$

- The bound $\|\nabla \Psi^N(x)\|_s \lesssim 1 + \|x\|_s$ ensures that $\left(\mathbb{E}^{\pi^N}[B_4^{2q}]\right)^{\frac{1}{2q}} = O(N^{-\frac{1}{2}})$.

Define the quantity $e^N(x,\xi^N) = I_2 + I_3 + B_1 + B_2 + B_3 + B_4$ so that $Q^N$ can also be expressed as

$$Q^N(x,\xi^N) = Z^N(x,\xi^N) + i^N(x,\xi^N) + e^N(x,\xi^N).$$

Equations (4.5) and (4.7) show that $e^N$ satisfies

$$\left(\mathbb{E}^{\pi^N}[e^N(x,\xi^N)^{2q}]\right)^{\frac{1}{2q}} = O(N^{-\frac{1}{2}}).$$
We now prove that $i^N$ is $O(N^{-\frac{1}{2}})$. By Lemma 3.10, $\mathbb{E}^{\pi^N} [i^N(x, \xi^N)^{2q}] \lesssim \mathbb{E}^{\pi_0} [i^N(x, \xi^N)^{2q}]$. If $x \overset{\mathcal{D}}{\sim} \pi_0$ we have

$$i^N(x, \xi^N) = \frac{\ell^2}{2} N^{-\frac{1}{2}} \left\{ \|x\|_{C_N}^2 - \|(C^N)^\frac{1}{2} \xi^N\|_{C_N}^2 \right\}$$

$$= \frac{\ell^2}{2} N^{-\frac{1}{2}} \sum_{j=1}^{N} (\rho_j^2 - \xi_j^2),$$

where $\rho_1, \ldots, \rho_N$ are i.i.d $N(0,1)$ Gaussian random variables. Since $\mathbb{E} \left[ \left\{ \sum_{j=1}^{N} (\rho_j^2 - \xi_j^2) \right\}^{2q} \right] \lesssim N^q$ it follows that

$$\left( \mathbb{E}^{\pi^N} [i^N(x, \xi^N)^{2q}] \right)^{\frac{1}{2q}} = O(N^{-\frac{1}{2q}})^{\frac{1}{2q}} = O(N^{-\frac{1}{q}}), \tag{4.8}$$

which ends the proof of Lemma 4.1.

The next Lemma quantifies the fact that $Z^N(x, \xi^N)$ is asymptotically independent from the current position $x$.

**Lemma 4.2. (Asymptotic independence)** Let $p \geq 1$ be a positive integer and $f : \mathbb{R} \to \mathbb{R}$ be a 1-Lipschitz function. Consider error terms $e^N_\ast(x, \xi)$ satisfying

$$\lim_{N \to \infty} \mathbb{E}^{\pi^N} [e^N_\ast(x, \xi)^p] = 0.$$

Define the functions $\bar{f}^N : \mathbb{R} \to \mathbb{R}$ and the constant $\bar{f} \in \mathbb{R}$ by

$$\bar{f}^N(x) = \mathbb{E}_x \left[ f \left( Z^N(x, \xi^N) + e^N_\ast(x, \xi^N) \right) \right] \quad \text{and} \quad \bar{f} = \mathbb{E}[f(Z_\ast)].$$

Then the function $f^N$ is highly concentrated around its mean in the sense that

$$\lim_{N \to \infty} \mathbb{E}^{\pi^N} \left[ |\bar{f}^N(x) - \bar{f}|^p \right] = 0.$$

**Proof.** Let $f$ be a 1-Lipschitz function. Define the function $F : \mathbb{R} \times [0, \infty) \to \mathbb{R}$ by

$$F(\mu, \sigma) = \mathbb{E}[f(\rho_{\mu, \sigma})] \quad \text{where} \quad \rho_{\mu, \sigma} \overset{\mathcal{D}}{\sim} N(\mu, \sigma^2).$$

The function $F$ satisfies

$$|F(\mu_1, \sigma_1) - F(\mu_2, \sigma_2)| \lesssim |\mu_2 - \mu_1| + |\sigma_2 - \sigma_1|, \tag{4.9}$$

for any choice $\mu_1, \mu_2 \in \mathbb{R}$ and $\sigma_1, \sigma_2 \geq 0$. Indeed,

$$|F(\mu_1, \sigma_1) - F(\mu_2, \sigma_2)| = \mathbb{E} \left[ |f(\mu_1 + \sigma_1 \rho_{0,1}) - f(\mu_2 + \sigma_2 \rho_{0,1})| \right] \leq \mathbb{E} \left[ |\mu_2 - \mu_1| + |\sigma_2 - \sigma_1| \cdot |\rho_{0,1}| \right] \lesssim |\mu_2 - \mu_1| + |\sigma_2 - \sigma_1|.$$

We have $\mathbb{E}_x[Z^N(x, \xi^N)] = \mathbb{E}[Z_\ast] = -\frac{\ell^2}{4}$ while the variances are given by

$$\text{Var}[Z^N(x, \xi^N)] = \frac{\ell^2 \|x\|_{C_N}^2}{2N} \quad \text{and} \quad \text{Var}[Z_\ast] = \frac{\ell^2}{2}.$$

Therefore, using Lemma 3.10,

$$\mathbb{E}^{\pi^N} \left[ |\bar{f}^N(x) - \bar{f}|^p \right] = \mathbb{E}^{\pi^N} \left[ \mathbb{E}_x [f(Z^N(x, \xi^N) + e^N_\ast(x, \xi^N)) - f(Z_\ast)] \right]^p \lesssim \mathbb{E}^{\pi^N} \left[ \mathbb{E}_x \left[ \left| f(Z^N(x, \xi^N)) - f(Z_\ast) \right| \right]^p \right] + \mathbb{E}^{\pi^N} \left[ e^N_\ast(x, \xi)^p \right]$$
\[
\begin{align*}
&\approx \mathbb{E}^\pi_n \left[ \left| F(-\frac{\ell^3}{4}, \text{Var}[Z^N(x, \xi^N)]^\frac{1}{2}) \right|^2 - F(-\frac{\ell^3}{4}, \text{Var}[Z_\ell]^\frac{1}{2}) \right] + \mathbb{E}^\pi_n \left[ |\epsilon^N(x, \xi^N)|^p \right] \\
&\lesssim \mathbb{E}^\pi_n \left[ \left| \text{Var}[Z^N(x, \xi^N)]^\frac{1}{2} - \text{Var}[Z_\ell]^\frac{1}{2} \right|^2 \right] + \mathbb{E}^\pi_n \left[ |\epsilon^N(x, \xi^N)|^p \right] \\
&\lesssim \mathbb{E}^\pi_0 \left\{ \left( \frac{\|x\|_{\mathcal{C}^{2,\infty}}^2}{N} \right)^\frac{1}{2} - 1 \right\}^p + \mathbb{E}^\pi_n \left[ |\epsilon^N(x, \xi^N)|^p \right] \to 0
\end{align*}
\]

In the last step we have used the fact that if \( x \sim \mathcal{D} \) then \( \|x\|_{\mathcal{C}^{2,\infty}}^2 \sim \rho_1^2 + \cdots + \rho_N^2 \) where \( \rho_1, \ldots, \rho_N \) are i.i.d Gaussian random variables \( N(0, 1) \) so that \( \mathbb{E}^\pi_0 \left\{ \left( \frac{\|x\|_{\mathcal{C}^{2,\infty}}^2}{N} \right)^\frac{1}{2} - 1 \right\}^p \to 0. \)

**Corollary 4.3.** Let \( p \geq 1 \) be a positive. The local mean acceptance probability \( \alpha^n(x) \) defined in Equation (2.18) satisfies

\[
\lim_{N \to \infty} \mathbb{E}^\pi_n \left[ |\alpha^n(x) - \alpha(\ell)|^p \right] = 0.
\]

**Proof.** The function \( f(z) = 1 \wedge e^z \) is 1-Lipschitz and \( \alpha(\ell) = \mathbb{E}[f(Z_\ell)] \). Also,

\[
\alpha^n(x) = \mathbb{E}_x \left[ f(Q^N(x, \xi^N)) \right] = \mathbb{E}_x \left[ f(Z^N(x, \xi^N)) + \epsilon^N(x, \xi^N) \right]
\]

with \( \epsilon^N(x, \xi^N) = i^N(x, \xi^N) + \epsilon^N(x, \xi^N) \). Lemma 4.1 shows that \( \lim_{N \to \infty} \mathbb{E}^\pi_n [\epsilon^N(x, \xi)^p] = 0 \) and therefore Lemma 4.2 gives the conclusion. \( \square \)

### 4.2. Drift approximation

This section proves that the approximate drift function \( d^N : \mathcal{H}^s \to \mathcal{H}^s \) defined in Equation (3.4) converges to the drift function \( \mu : \mathcal{H}^s \to \mathcal{H}^s \) of the limiting diffusion (1.7).

**Lemma 4.4. (Drift Approximation):** Let Assumptions 3.1 and 3.5 hold. The drift function \( d^N : \mathcal{H}^s \to \mathcal{H}^s \) converges to \( \mu \) in the sense that

\[
\lim_{N \to \infty} \mathbb{E}^\pi_n \left[ \|d^N(x) - \mu(x)\|^2 \right] = 0.
\]

**Proof.** The approximate drift \( d^N \) is given by Equation (3.4). The definition of the local mean acceptance probability \( \alpha^n(x) \) given by Equation (2.18) show that \( d^N \) can also be expressed as

\[
d^N(x) = \left( (\alpha^n(x) \alpha(\ell)^{-1}) \right)^{\mu^N(x)} + \sqrt{2t} h(\ell)^{-1} (\Delta t)^{-\frac{1}{2}} \varepsilon^N(x)
\]

where \( \mu^N(x) = -\left( P^N x + C^N \nabla \Psi^N(x) \right) \) and the term \( \varepsilon^N(x) \) is defined by

\[
\varepsilon^N(x) = \mathbb{E}_x \left[ \gamma^N(x, \xi^N) C^\frac{1}{2} \xi^N \right] = \mathbb{E}_x \left[ (1 \wedge e^{Q^N(x, \xi^N)}) C^\frac{1}{2} \xi^N \right].
\]

To prove Lemma 4.4 it suffices to verify that

\[
\begin{align}
\lim_{N \to \infty} \mathbb{E}^\pi_n \left[ \| (\alpha^n(x) \alpha(\ell)^{-1}) \mu^N(x) - \mu(x) \|^2 \right] &= 0 \tag{4.10} \\
\lim_{N \to \infty} (\Delta t)^{-1} \mathbb{E}^\pi_n \left[ \| \varepsilon^N(x) \|^2 \right] &= 0. \tag{4.11}
\end{align}
\]

- Let us first prove Equation (4.10). The triangle inequality and Cauchy-Schwarz inequality show that

\[
\left( \mathbb{E}^\pi_n \left[ \| (\alpha^n(x) \alpha(\ell)^{-1}) \mu^N(x) - \mu(x) \|^2 \right] \right)^{\frac{1}{2}} \lesssim \mathbb{E}[|\alpha^n(x) - \alpha(\ell)|^4] \cdot \mathbb{E}^\pi_n \left[ \| \mu^N(x) \|^4 \right] + \mathbb{E}^\pi_n \left[ \| \mu^N(x) - \mu(x) \|^4 \right].
\]
By Remark 3.7 $\mu^N : \mathcal{H}^s \to \mathcal{H}^s$ is Lipschitz, with a Lipschitz constant that can be chosen independent of $N$. It follows that $\sup_N \mathbb{E}_{\pi^N} \left[ \| \mu^N(x) \|_s^4 \right] < \infty$. Lemma 4.2 and Corollary 4.3 show that $\mathbb{E} \left[ | \alpha^N(x) - \alpha(\ell) |^4 \right] \to 0$. Therefore,

$$
\lim_{N \to \infty} \mathbb{E} \left[ | \alpha^N(x) - \alpha(\ell) |^4 \cdot \mathbb{E} \left[ \| \mu^N(x) \|_s^4 \right] \right] = 0.
$$

The functions $\mu^N$ and $\mu$ are globally Lipschitz on $\mathcal{H}^s$, with a Lipschitz constant that can be chosen independent from $N$, so that $\| \mu^N(x) - \mu(x) \|_s^4 \lesssim (1 + \| x \|_s^4)$. Lemma 3.8 proves that the sequence of functions $\{ \mu^N \}$ converges $\pi_0$-almost surely to $\mu(x)$ in $\mathcal{H}^s$ and Lemma 3.10 show that $\mathbb{E}_{\pi^N} \left[ \| \mu^N(x) - \mu(x) \|_s^4 \right] \lesssim \mathbb{E}_{\pi_0} \left[ \| \mu^N(x) - \mu(x) \|_s^4 \right]$. It thus follows from the dominated convergence theorem that

$$
\lim_{N \to \infty} \mathbb{E} \left[ \| \mu^N(x) - \mu(x) \|_s^4 \right] = 0.
$$

This concludes the proof of the Equation (4.10).

Let us now prove Equation (4.11). If the Bernoulli random variable $\gamma^N(x, \xi^N)$ were independent from the noise term $(C^N)^2 \xi^N$, it would follow that $\varepsilon^N(x) = 0$. In general $\gamma^N(x, \xi^N)$ is not independent from $(C^N)^2 \xi^N$ so that $\varepsilon^N(x)$ is not equal to zero. Nevertheless, as quantified by Lemma 4.2, the Bernoulli random variable $\gamma^N(x, \xi^N)$ is asymptotically independent from the current position $x$ and from the noise term $(C^N)^2 \xi^N$. Consequently, we can prove in Equation (4.13) that the quantity $\varepsilon^N(x)$ is small.

To this end, we establish that each component $\langle \varepsilon(x), \hat{\varphi} \rangle$ satisfies

$$
\mathbb{E} \left[ \langle \varepsilon^N(x), \hat{\varphi} \rangle \right] \lesssim N^{-1} \mathbb{E} \left[ \| \varepsilon(x) \|_s^2 \right] + N^{-\frac{3}{2}} \langle j^s \lambda_j \rangle^2.
$$

Summation of Equation (4.12) over $j = 1, \ldots, N$ leads to

$$
\mathbb{E} \left[ \| \varepsilon^N(x) \|_s^2 \right] \lesssim N^{-1} \mathbb{E} \left[ \| \varepsilon(x) \|_s^2 \right] + N^{-\frac{3}{2}} \text{Tr} \mathcal{H}^s(C_s) \lesssim N^{-\frac{3}{2}}.
$$

This gives the proof of Equation (4.11). To prove Equation (4.12) for a fixed index $j \in \mathbb{N}$, the quantity $Q^N(x, \xi)$ is decomposed as a sum of a term independent from $\xi_j$ and another remaining term of small magnitude. To this end we introduce

$$
\begin{align*}
Q^N(x, \xi^N) &= Q^N_j(x, \xi^N) + Q^N_{j,\perp}(x, \xi^N), \\
Q^N_j(x, \xi^N) &= \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} j^s \xi_j \left( 1 - e^{Q^N(x, \xi^N)} \right)^{-1} j^s \xi_j - \frac{1}{2} \xi_j^3 N^{-\frac{3}{2}} \left( j^s \lambda_j \right)^2 + \mathcal{E}^N(x, \xi^N).
\end{align*}
$$

The definitions of $Z^N(x, \xi^N)$ and $\varepsilon^N(x, \xi^N)$ in Equation (4.2) and (4.3) readily show that $Q^N_{j,\perp}(x, \xi^N)$ is independent from $\xi_j$. The noise term satisfies $C^2 \xi^N = \sum_{j=1}^N \langle j^s \lambda_j \rangle \xi_j \hat{\varphi}_j$. Since $Q^N_{j,\perp}(x, \xi^N)$ and $\xi_j$ are independent and $z \mapsto 1 + e^z$ is 1-Lipschitz, it follows that

$$
\langle \varepsilon^N(x), \hat{\varphi}_j \rangle = \left( j^s \lambda_j \right)^2 \left( \mathbb{E}_x \left[ \left( 1 - e^{Q^N_j(x, \xi^N)} \right) \xi_j \right] \right)^2 = \left( j^s \lambda_j \right)^2 \left( \mathbb{E}_x \left[ \left( 1 - e^{Q^N_j(x, \xi^N)} \right) \left( 1 - e^{Q^N_{j,\perp}(x, \xi^N)} \right) \right] \right)^2 \lesssim \left( j^s \lambda_j \right)^2 \mathbb{E}_x \left[ \| Q^N_j(x, \xi^N) - Q^N_{j,\perp}(x, \xi^N) \|_s^2 \right] \lesssim \left( j^s \lambda_j \right)^2 \mathbb{E}_x \left[ Q^N_j(x, \xi^N) \right].
$$

By Lemma 4.1 $\mathbb{E} \left[ \| \varepsilon^N(x, \xi^N) \|_s^2 \right] \lesssim N^{-\frac{3}{2}}$. Therefore,

$$
\left( j^s \lambda_j \right)^2 \mathbb{E} \left[ Q^N_j(x, \xi^N) \right] \lesssim \left( j^s \lambda_j \right)^2 \left( N^{-\frac{3}{2}} \mathbb{E} \left[ \| x \|_s^2 \xi_j^2 \right] + N^{-\frac{3}{2}} \mathbb{E} \left[ \| A^N \xi_j^4 \right] + \mathbb{E} \left[ \| \mathcal{E}^N(x, \xi) \|_s^2 \right] \right) \lesssim \frac{N^{-1}}{\mathbb{E}} \left[ \| x \|_s^2 \xi_j^2 \right] + N^{-1} \mathbb{E} \left[ \| \mathcal{E}^N(x, \xi) \|_s^2 \right] \lesssim N^{-1} \mathbb{E} \left[ \| x \|_s^2 \xi_j^2 \right] + N^{-\frac{3}{2}} \mathbb{E} \left[ \| \mathcal{E}^N(x, \xi) \|_s^2 \right]
$$

which finishes the proof of Equation (4.12).
4.3. Noise approximation

Recall the definition (3.5) of the martingale difference $\Gamma^{k,N}$. In this section we estimate the error in the approximation $\Gamma^{k,N} \approx N(0, C_s)$. To this end we introduce the covariance operator

$$D^N(x) = E_x \left[ \Gamma^{k,N} \otimes H, \Gamma^{k,N} \mid x^{k,N} = x \right].$$

For any $x, u, v \in H^*$ the operator $D^N(x)$ satisfies

$$E \left[ \langle \Gamma^{k,N}, u \rangle_s \langle \Gamma^{k,N}, v \rangle_s \mid x^{k,N} = x \right] = \langle u, D^N(x)v \rangle_s.$$ 

The next lemma gives a quantitative version of the approximation $D^N(x) \approx C_s$.

**Lemma 4.5.** Let Assumptions 3.1 and 3.5 hold. For any pair of indices $i, j \geq 0$ the operator $D^N(x) : H^* \to H^*$ satisfies

$$\lim_{N \to \infty} E^N \left[ \langle \phi_i, D^N(x)\phi_j \rangle_s - \langle \phi_i, C_s \phi_j \rangle_s \right] = 0 \quad (4.15)$$

and, furthermore,

$$\lim_{N \to \infty} E^N \left| \text{Tr}_{H^*}(D^N(x)) - \text{Tr}_{H^*}(C_s) \right| = 0. \quad (4.16)$$

**Proof.** The martingale difference $\Gamma^N(x, \xi)$ is given by

$$\Gamma^N(x, \xi) = \alpha(\ell)^{-\frac{1}{2}} \gamma^N(x, \xi) C^\frac{1}{2} \xi + \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \alpha(\ell)^{-\frac{1}{2}} (\ell \Delta \ell)^{-\frac{1}{2}} \left\{ \gamma^N(x, \xi) \mu^N(x) - \alpha(\ell)d^N(x) \right\}. \quad (4.17)$$

We only prove Equation (4.16); the proof of Equation (4.15) is essentially identical but easier. Remark 3.7 shows that the functions $\mu, \mu^N : H^* \to H^*$ are globally Lipschitz and Lemma 4.4 shows that $E^N \left[ \|d^N(x) - \mu(x)\|^2 \right] \to 0$. Therefore

$$E^N \left[ \|\gamma^N(x, \xi) \mu^N(x) - \alpha(\ell)d^N(x)\|^2 \right] \lesssim 1, \quad (4.18)$$

which implies that the second term on the right-hand-side of Equation (4.17) is $O(\sqrt{\Delta \ell})$. Since $\text{Tr}_{H^*}(D^N(x)) = E_x [\|\Gamma^N(x, \xi)\|^2]$, Equation (4.18) implies that

$$E^N \left[ \left| \alpha(\ell) \text{Tr}_{H^*}(D^N(x)) - E_x [\|\gamma^N(x, \xi) C^\frac{1}{2} \xi\|^2] \right| \right] \lesssim (\Delta \ell)^{-\frac{1}{2}}.$$

Consequently, to prove Equation (4.16) it suffices to verify that

$$\lim_{N \to \infty} E^N \left[ E_x [\|\gamma^N(x, \xi) C^\frac{1}{2} \xi\|^2] - \alpha(\ell) \text{Tr}_{H^*}(C_s) \right] = 0. \quad (4.19)$$

We have $E_x [\|\gamma^N(x, \xi) C^\frac{1}{2} \xi\|^2] = \sum_{j=1}^N (j^s \lambda_j)^2 E_x [(1 \wedge e^{Q^N(x, \xi)}) \xi_j^2]$. Therefore, to prove Equation (4.19) it suffices to establish

$$\lim_{N \to \infty} \sum_{j=1}^N (j^s \lambda_j)^2 E^N \left[ E_x [(1 \wedge e^{Q^N(x, \xi)}) \xi_j^2] - \alpha(\ell) \right] = 0. \quad (4.20)$$

Since $\sum_{j=1}^\infty (j^s \lambda_j)^2 < \infty$ and $|1 \wedge e^{Q^N(x, \xi)}| \leq 1$, the dominated convergence theorem shows that (4.20) follows from

$$\lim_{N \to \infty} E^N \left[ E_x [(1 \wedge e^{Q^N(x, \xi)}) \xi_j^2] - \alpha(\ell) \right] = 0 \quad \forall j \geq 0. \quad (4.21)$$
We now prove Equation (4.21). As in the proof of Lemma 4.4, we use the decomposition $Q^N(x, \xi) = Q^N_{\perp}(x, \xi) + Q^N_{\parallel}(x, \xi)$ where $Q^N_{\perp}(x, \xi)$ is independent from $\xi$. Therefore, since $\text{Lip}(f) = 1$,

$$
\mathbb{E}_x [(1 \wedge e^{Q^N(x, \xi)})\xi_s^2] = \mathbb{E}_x [(1 \wedge e^{Q^N_{\perp}(x, \xi)})\xi_s^2] + \mathbb{E}_x [(1 \wedge e^{Q^N_{\parallel}(x, \xi)})\xi_s^2]
$$

$$
= \mathbb{E}_x [1 \wedge e^{Q^N_{\perp}(x, \xi)}] + \mathcal{O}\left(\left\{\mathbb{E}_x [Q^N_{\parallel}(x, \xi)] - Q^N_{\perp}(x, \xi)^2\right\}^{1/2}\right)
$$

$$
= \mathbb{E}_x [1 \wedge e^{Q^N_{\perp}(x, \xi)}] + \mathcal{O}\left(\left\{\mathbb{E}_x [Q^N_{\parallel}(x, \xi)^2]\right\}^{1/2}\right).
$$

Lemma 4.2 ensures that, for $f(\cdot) = 1 \wedge \exp(\cdot)$,

$$
\lim_{N \to \infty} \mathbb{E}^N \left[\mathbb{E}_x [f(Q^N_{\perp}(x, \xi))] - \alpha(\ell)\right] = 0
$$

and the definition of $Q^N_{\perp}(x, \xi)$ readily shows that $\lim_{N \to \infty} \mathbb{E}^N [Q^N_{\perp}(x, \xi)^2] = 0$. This concludes the proof of Equation (4.21) and thus ends the proof of Lemma 4.5.

**Corollary 4.6.** More generally, for any fixed vector $h \in \mathcal{H}^*$, the following limit holds,

$$
\lim_{N \to \infty} \mathbb{E}^N \left[\langle h, D^N(x)h \rangle_s - \langle h, C_s h \rangle_s\right] = 0. \tag{4.22}
$$

**Proof:** If $h = \hat{\varphi}_1$, this is precisely the content of Proposition 5.1. More generally, by linearity, Proposition 5.1 shows that this is true for $h = \sum_{\ell \leq N} \alpha_i \hat{\varphi}_i$, where $N \in \mathbb{N}$ is a fixed integer. For a general vector $h \in \mathcal{H}^*$, we can use the decomposition $h = h^* + e^*$ where $h^* = \sum_{j \leq N} \langle h, \hat{\varphi}_j \rangle_s \hat{\varphi}_j$ and $e^* = h - h^*$. It follows that

$$
\left|\left(\langle h, D^N(x)h \rangle_s - \langle h, C_s h \rangle_s\right) - \left(\langle h^*, D^N(x)h^* \rangle_s - \langle h^*, C_s h^* \rangle_s\right)\right|
$$

$$
\leq \left|\langle h + h^*, D^N(x)(h - h^*)\rangle_s - \langle h + h^*, C_s(h - h^*)\rangle_s\right|
$$

$$
\leq 2||h||_s \cdot ||h^*||_s \cdot (\text{Tr}_{\mathcal{H}^*}(D^N(x)) + \text{Tr}_{\mathcal{H}^*}(C_s)),
$$

where we have used the fact that for a non-negative self-adjoint operator $D : \mathcal{H}^* \to \mathcal{H}^*$ we have $\langle u, Dv \rangle_s \leq ||u||_s \cdot ||v||_s \cdot \text{Tr}_{\mathcal{H}^*}(D)$. Proposition 5.1 shows that $\mathbb{E}^N [\text{Tr}_{\mathcal{H}^*}(D^N(x))] < \infty$ and Assumption 3.1 ensures that $\text{Tr}_{\mathcal{H}^*}(C_s) < \infty$. Consequently,

$$
\lim_{N \to \infty} \mathbb{E}^N \left[\langle h, D^N(x)h \rangle_s - \langle h, C_s h \rangle_s\right] \leq \lim_{N \to \infty} \mathbb{E}^N \left[\langle h^*, D^N(x)h^* \rangle_s - \langle h^*, C_s h^* \rangle_s\right] + ||h - h^*||_s.
$$

Since $||h - h^*||_s$ can be chosen arbitrarily small, the conclusion follows.

### 4.4. Martingale Invariance Principle

This section proves that the process $W^N$ defined in Equation (3.8) converges to a Brownian motion.

**Proposition 4.7.** Let Assumptions 3.1 and 3.5 hold. Let $z^0 \sim \pi$ and $W^N(t)$ the process defined in equation (3.8) and $x^{0,N} \sim \pi^N$ the starting position of the Markov chain $x^N$. Then

$$
(x^{0,N}, W^N) \Rightarrow (z^0, W), \tag{4.23}
$$

where $\Rightarrow$ denotes weak convergence in $\mathcal{H}^* \times C([0, T]; \mathcal{H}^*)$, and $W$ is a $\mathcal{H}^*$-valued Brownian motion with covariance operator $C_s$. Furthermore the limiting Brownian motion $W$ is independent of the initial condition $z^0$. 
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Proof. As a first step, we show that \( W^N \) converges weakly to \( W \). As described in [MPS09], a consequence of Proposition 5.1 of [Ber86] shows that in order to prove that \( W^N \) converges weakly to \( W \) in \( C([0,T];\mathcal{H}^s) \) it suffices to prove that for any \( t \in [0,T] \) and any pair of indices \( i, j \geq 0 \) the following three limits hold in probability, the third for any \( \epsilon > 0 \),

\[
\begin{align*}
\lim_{N \to \infty} \Delta t \sum_{k=1}^{k_N(T)} & E \left[ \|\Gamma^{k,N}\|^2 \right] = T T_{H'}(C_s) \\
\lim_{N \to \infty} \Delta t \sum_{k=1}^{k_N(t)} & E \left[ (\Gamma^{k,N},\hat{\phi}_i) \right] = t \langle \hat{\phi}_i, C_s \hat{\phi}_j \rangle \\
\lim_{N \to \infty} \Delta t & E \left[ \|\Gamma^{k,N}\|^2 \right] = 0
\end{align*}
\]  

(4.24) (4.25) (4.26)

where \( k_N(t) = [\Delta t] \), \( \{\hat{\phi}_j\} \) is an orthonormal basis of \( \mathcal{H}^s \) and \( \mathcal{F}^{k,N} \) is the natural filtration of the Markov chain \( \{x^{k,N}\} \). The proof follows from the estimate on \( D^N(x) = E \left[ \Gamma^{0,N} \otimes \Gamma^{0,N} | x^{0,N} = x \right] \) presented in Lemma 4.5. For the sake of simplicity, we will write \( E_k[ \cdot ] \) instead of \( E[ \cdot | \mathcal{F}^{k,N} \] . We now prove that the three conditions are satisfied.

- **Condition (4.24)** It is enough to prove that \( \lim \left[ E \left[ \left\{ \frac{1}{N^{\frac{1}{2}}} \sum_{k=1}^{N^\frac{1}{2}} E_k [\|\Gamma^{k,N}\|^2] \right\} - T T_{H'}(C_s) \right] \right] = 0 \)

where

\[
E_k [\|\Gamma^{k,N}\|^2] = E_k \sum_{j=1}^N \left| \langle \hat{\phi}_j, D^N(x^{k,N}) \hat{\phi}_j \rangle \right| = E_k T T_{H'}(D^N(x^{k,N}))
\]

Because the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm preserves stationarity and \( x^{0,N} \overset{D}{\sim} \pi^N \) it follows that \( x^{k,N} \overset{D}{\sim} \pi^N \) for any \( k \geq 0 \). Therefore, for all \( k \geq 0 \) we have \( T T_{H'}(D^N(x^{k,N})) \overset{D}{\sim} T T_{H'}(D^N(x)) \) where \( x \overset{D}{\sim} \pi^N \). Consequently, the triangle inequality shows that

\[
\left| E \left[ \left\{ \frac{1}{N^{\frac{1}{2}}} \sum_{k=1}^{N^\frac{1}{2}} E_k [\|\Gamma^{k,N}\|^2] \right\} - T T_{H'}(C_s) \right] \right| \leq E \left[ T T_{H'}(D^N(x)) - T T_{H'}(C_s) \right] \to 0
\]

where the last limit follows from Lemma 4.5.

- **Condition (4.25)** It is enough to prove that

\[
\lim \left[ E \frac{1}{N^{\frac{1}{2}}} \sum_{k=1}^{N^\frac{1}{2}} \left| \langle \hat{\phi}_j, D^N(x^{k,N}) \hat{\phi}_j \rangle \right| - \langle \hat{\phi}_i, C_s \hat{\phi}_j \rangle \right] = 0
\]

where

\[
E_k \left[ \langle \Gamma^{k,N}, \hat{\phi}_i \rangle \langle \Gamma^{k,N}, \hat{\phi}_j \rangle \right] = \langle \hat{\phi}_i, D^N(x^{k,N}) \hat{\phi}_j \rangle .
\]

Because \( x^{k,N} \overset{D}{\sim} \pi^N \) the conclusion again follows from Lemma 4.5.

- **Condition (4.26)** For all \( k \geq 1 \) we have \( x^{k,N} \overset{D}{\sim} \pi^N \) so that

\[
E \left[ \frac{1}{N^{\frac{1}{2}}} \sum_{k=1}^{N^\frac{1}{2}} \left| E_k [\|\Gamma^{k,N}\|^2] \right| \right] \leq E \left[ \|\Gamma^{0,N}\|^2 \right] \leq \text{sup}_N E \left[ \|\Gamma^{0,N}\|^p \right] < \infty.
\]

Equation (4.17) shows that for any power \( p \geq 0 \) we have sup \( E \left[ \|\Gamma^{0,N}\|^p \right] < \infty \). Therefore the sequence \( \{\|\Gamma^{0,N}\|^2 \} \) is uniformly integrable, which shows that

\[
\lim_{N \to \infty} E \left[ \|\Gamma^{0,N}\|^2 \right] \{\|\Gamma^{0,N}\|^2 \geq N^{\frac{1}{2}} \epsilon \} = 0.
\]
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The three hypothesis are satisfied, proving that $W^N$ converges weakly in $C([0,T];H^s)$ to a Brownian motion $W$ in $H^s$ with covariance $C$. In order to prove that the sequence $(x^{0,N},W^N)$ weakly converges to $(z^0,W)$ in $H \times C([0,T],H^s)$, it suffices to prove that the sequence is tight (and thus weak relatively compact in $H^s \times C([0,T],H^s)$) and that $(z^0,W)$ is the unique limit point of this relatively weak compact sequence.

- Since $W^N$ converges weakly to $W$ in the Polish space $C([0,T],H^s)$, the sequence $W^N$ is tight in $C([0,T],H^s)$. The same argument shows that $\{x^{0,N}\}$ is tight in $H^s$. This is enough to conclude that the sequence $(x^{0,N},W^N)$ is tight in $H^s \times C([0,T],H^s)$, and thus weak relatively compact.

- Since the finite dimensional distributions of a random variable in $C([0,T],H^s)$ completely characterizes its law [Dur96] and the Fourier transform completely characterizes the law of a probability distributions living in a Hilbert space [DPZ92], in order to show that $(z^0,W)$ is the only limit point of the sequence of $\{(x^{0,N},W^N)\}_N$, it suffices to show that for any choice of instants $0 = t_0 < t_1 < \ldots < t_m \leq T$ and vectors $h_0,h_1,\ldots,h_m \in H^s$ we have

$$ L = \lim_{N \to \infty} \mathbb{E}\left[e^{i(h_0,x^{0,N})_t} \cdot e^{i \sum_{j=1}^{m} (h_j,W^N(t_j)-W^N(t_{j-1}))_t}\right] (4.27) $$

Moreover, it suffices to prove that for any $t_1 \in (0,\infty)$,

$$ \lim_{N \to \infty} \mathbb{E}\left[e^{i(h_0,x^{0,N})_t+i(h_1,W^N(t_1))_t}\right] = \mathbb{E}\left[e^{i(h_0,x^0)_t}\right] \cdot \mathbb{E}\left[e^{i(h_1,W(t_1))_t}\right] (4.28) $$

To see this note that, assuming (4.28), the dominated convergence theorem shows that

$$ L = \lim_{N \to \infty} \mathbb{E}\left[e^{i(h_0,x^{0,N})_t} \cdot e^{i \sum_{j=1}^{m-1} (h_j,W^N(t_j)-W^N(t_{j-1}))_t} \cdot \mathbb{E}\left[e^{i(h_m,W^N(t_m)-W^N(t_{m-1}))_t} | W^N(t_{m-1})\right]\right] $$

$$ = \mathbb{E}\left[e^{i(h_0,W(t_0)-W(t_{m-1}))_t}\right] \cdot \lim_{N \to \infty} \mathbb{E}\left[e^{i(h_0,x^{0,N})_t} \cdot e^{i \sum_{j=1}^{m-1} (h_j,W^N(t_j)-W^N(t_{j-1}))_t}\right] $$

$$ = \mathbb{E}\left[e^{i(h_0,x^{0,N})_t}\right] \cdot \lim_{N \to \infty} \mathbb{E}\left[e^{i(h_0,x^{0,N})_t} \cdot \prod_{j=2}^{m} \mathbb{E}\left[e^{i(h_j,W(t_j)-W(t_{j-1}))_t}\right]\right] $$

which is precisely Equation (4.27). Let us now prove Equation (4.28). For notational convenience we introduce the martingale increment $Y^k,N = \langle h_1,\Gamma^k,N \rangle_s$ and its asymptotic variance $\sigma^2 = \langle h_1,C_s h_1 \rangle_s$.

Proving Equation (4.28) is equivalent to verifying that

$$ \lim_{N \to \infty} \mathbb{E}\left[e^{i(h_0,x^{0,N})_t} \cdot \prod_{1 \leq k \leq \lfloor N^{\frac{1}{2}} \rfloor} e^{i \sqrt{\Delta t} Y^k,N}\right] = \mathbb{E}\left[e^{i(h_0,x^0)_t}\right] \cdot e^{-\frac{1}{2} \sigma^2}. (4.29) $$

We have $|e^{i \sqrt{\Delta t} Y^k,N} - (1 + i \sqrt{\Delta t} Y^k,N - \frac{1}{2} \Delta t (Y^k,N)^2)| \lesssim (\Delta t)^{\frac{3}{2}} |Y^{k,N}|^3$. Moreover, Proposition 4.5 and Corollary 4.6 show that

$$ \mathbb{E}\left[(Y^{k,N})^2 | \mathcal{F}^{k,N}\right] = \sigma^2 + \theta^{k,N} $$

where $\{\theta^{k,N}\}_{k \geq 0}$ is a stationary sequence with $\lim_{N \to \infty} \mathbb{E}^{x,N}[|\theta^{1,N}|] = 0$. Since $|Y^{k,N}|^3 \lesssim \|\Gamma_{k,N}\|_s^3$ it follows that sup $\left\{ \mathbb{E}^{x,N}[|Y^{k,N}|^3] : k,N \geq 0 \right\} < \infty$. Also, $Y^{k,N}$ is a martingale increment so that $\mathbb{E}[Y^{k,N} | \mathcal{F}^{k,N}] = 0$. The triangle inequality thus shows that

$$ \mathbb{E}\left[e^{i \sqrt{\Delta t} Y^{k,N} | \mathcal{F}^{k,N}\right] = (1 - \frac{1}{2} \Delta t \sigma^2) + S^{k,N} (4.30) $$
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where \( \{S^{k,N}\}_{k \geq 0} \) is a stationary sequence with
\[
\lim_{N \to \infty} (\Delta t)^{-1} E^{\pi_{N}} [\|S^{1,N}_{\cdot}\|] = 0. \tag{4.31}
\]
From (4.30) and the bound \( |e^{i(h_{0},x,0,N)_{\cdot}} \prod_{1 \leq k \leq n} e^{i\Delta t y^{k,N}_{\cdot}}| = 1 \) it follows that
\[
E\left[e^{i(h_{0},x,0,N)_{\cdot}} \prod_{1 \leq k \leq [N^{3/4}]} e^{i\Delta t y^{k,N}_{\cdot}}\right] = E\left[e^{i(h_{0},x,0,N)_{\cdot}} \prod_{1 \leq k \leq [N^{3/4}-1]} e^{i\Delta t y^{k,N}_{\cdot}} \right] \cdot (1 - \frac{1}{2} \Delta t \sigma^{2}) + \sum_{1 \leq k \leq [N^{3/4}]} E^{\pi_{N}}[\hat{S}^{k,N}_{\cdot}] + \sum_{k=1}^{N^{3/4}} E^{\pi_{N}}[\hat{S}^{k,N}_{\cdot}]\]
where \( \{\hat{S}^{k,N}\}_{k \geq 0} \) are error terms satisfying \( |\hat{S}^{k,N}_{\cdot}| = |S^{k,N}_{\cdot}| \). Proceeding recursively we obtain
\[
E\left[e^{i(h_{0},x,0,N)_{\cdot}} \prod_{1 \leq k \leq [N^{3/4}]} e^{i\Delta t y^{k,N}_{\cdot}}\right] = E\left[e^{i(h_{0},x,0,N)_{\cdot}} \right] \cdot (1 - \frac{1}{2} \Delta t \sigma^{2})^{\left[\frac{N^{3/4}}{3}\right]} + \sum_{1 \leq k \leq [N^{3/4}]} E^{\pi_{N}}[\hat{S}^{k,N}_{\cdot}]\]

The Markov chain is started at stationarity so that \( x^{0,N} \sim \pi_{N} \). Lemma 3.10 states that \( \pi_{N} \) converges weakly in \( \mathcal{H}^{s} \) to \( \pi \): consequently, since \( z^{0} \sim \pi \), we have \( \lim_{N \to \infty} E\left[e^{i(h_{0},z,0,N)_{\cdot}}\right] = E\left[e^{i(h_{0},z)_{\cdot}}\right] \). Also, since \( \Delta t = N^{-\frac{1}{4}} \), we have \( \lim_{N \to \infty} (1 - \frac{1}{2} \Delta t \sigma^{2})^{\left[\frac{N^{3/4}}{3}\right]} = e^{-\frac{1}{2} \sigma^{2}} \). Finally, the stationarity of \( S^{k,N}_{\cdot} \) and the estimate (4.31) ensure that
\[
\lim_{N \to \infty} \left| \sum_{k=1}^{N^{3/4}} E^{\pi_{N}}[\hat{S}^{k,N}_{\cdot}] \right| \leq \lim_{N \to \infty} \sum_{1 \leq k \leq [N^{3/4}]} E^{\pi_{N}}[\|S^{k,N}_{\cdot}\|] \leq \lim_{N \to \infty} (\Delta t)^{-1} E^{\pi_{N}}[\|S_{\cdot}\|] = 0.
\]
This finishes the proof of Equation (4.29) and thus ends the proof of Proposition 4.7.

5. Proof of Main Theorem

5.1. General diffusion approximation lemma

In this section we state and prove a proposition containing a general diffusion approximation result. Using this, we state precisely and then prove our Main Theorem from section 2; this is Theorem 5.2 below. To this end, consider a general sequence of Markov chains \( x^{N} = \{x^{k,N}_{\cdot}\}_{k \geq 0} \) evolving at stationarity in the separable Hilbert space \( \mathcal{H}^{s} \) and introduce the drift-martingale decomposition
\[
x^{k+1,N} - x^{k,N} = h(\ell) d^{N}_{\cdot}(x_{k}) \Delta t + \sqrt{2h(\ell) \Delta t} \Gamma^{k,N} \tag{5.1}
\]
where \( h(\ell) > 0 \) is a constant parameter and \( \Delta t \) is a time-step decreasing to 0 as \( N \) goes to infinity. We introduce the rescaled process \( W^{N}(t) \) as in (3.8).

Proposition 5.1. (General Diffusion Approximation for Markov chains) Consider a separable Hilbert space \( (\mathcal{H}^{s}, \langle \cdot, \cdot \rangle_{s}) \) and a sequence of \( \mathcal{H}^{s} \)-valued Markov chains \( x^{N} = \{x^{k,N}_{\cdot}\}_{k \geq 0} \) with invariant distribution \( \pi_{N} \) and \( x^{0,N} \sim \pi_{N} \). Suppose that the drift-martingale decomposition (5.1) of \( x^{N} \) satisfies the following assumptions.

1. Convergence of initial conditions: \( \pi^{N} \) converges in distribution to the probability measure \( \pi \) where \( \pi \) has a finite first moment, that is \( E^{\pi}[\|x\|_{s}] < \infty \).
2. **Invariance principle:** the sequence \((x^{0,N}, W^N)\) defined by Equation (3.8) converges weakly in \(H^s \times C([0,T], H^s)\) to \((z^0, W)\) where \(z^0 \overset{D}{\sim} \pi\) and \(W\) is a Brownian motion in \(H^s\), independent from \(z^0\), with covariance operator \(C_s\).

3. **Convergence of the drift:** there exists a globaly Lipschitz function \(\mu : H^s \rightarrow H^s\) that satisfies

\[
\lim_{N \to \infty} E^{N} \left[ \|d^N(x) - \mu(x)\|_s \right] = 0.
\]

Then the sequence of rescaled interpolants \(z^N \in C([0,T], H^s)\) defined by equation (1.4) converges weakly in \(C([0,T], H^s)\) to \(z \in C([0,T], H^s)\) given by

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{dz}{dt} & = h(\ell)\mu(z(t)) + \sqrt{2h(\ell)} \frac{dW}{dt}, \\
\text{where } W & \text{ is a Brownian motion in } H^s \text{ with covariance } C_s, \text{ and initial condition } z^0 \overset{D}{\sim} \pi \text{ independent of } W.
\end{align*}
\]

**Proof.** Define \(\tilde{z}^N(t)\) as in (3.10). It then follows that
\[
z^N(t) = x^{0,N} + h(\ell) \int_0^t d^N(\tilde{z}^N(u)) \, du + \sqrt{2h(\ell)} W^N(t)
\]

\[
= z^{0,N} + h(\ell) \int_0^t \mu(z^N(u)) \, du + \sqrt{2h(\ell)} \tilde{W}^N(t)
\]

where
\[
\tilde{W}^N(t) = W^N(t) + \frac{h(\ell)}{2} \int_0^t [d^N(\tilde{z}^N(u)) - \mu(z^N(u))] \, du.
\]

Define the Itô map \(\Theta : H^s \times C([0,T], H^s) \rightarrow C([0,T], H^s)\) that maps \((z_0, W)\) to the unique solution \(z \in C([0,T], H^s)\) of the integral equation
\[
z(t) = z_0 + h(\ell) \int_0^t \mu(z(u)) \, du + \sqrt{2h(\ell)} W(t), \quad \forall t \in [0,T].
\]

The Equation (5.2) is thus equivalent to
\[
z^N = \Theta(x^{0,N}, \tilde{W}^N).
\]

The proof of the diffusion approximation is accomplished through the following steps.

- **The Itô map** \(\Theta : H^s \times C([0,T], H^s) \rightarrow C([0,T], H^s)\) is **continuous.**

Let \(z_i = \Theta(z_i(0), W_i)\) for \(i = 1, 2\). The definition of \(z_i\) and the fact that \(\mu : H^s \rightarrow H^s\) is globally Lipschitz on \(H^s\) shows that

\[
\|z_1(t) - z_2(t)\|_s \leq \|z_1(0) - z_2(0)\|_s + h(\ell) \|\mu\|_{\text{Lip}} \int_0^t \|z_1(u) - z_2(u)\|_s \, du + \sqrt{2h(\ell)} \|W_1(t) - W_2(t)\|_s.
\]

Therefore, we have
\[
\sup_{0 \leq \tau \leq t} \|z_1(\tau) - z_2(\tau)\|_s \leq \|z_1(0) - z_2(0)\|_s + h(\ell) \|\mu\|_{\text{Lip}} \int_0^t \sup_{0 \leq \tau \leq u} \|z_1(\tau) - z_2(\tau)\|_s \, du + \sqrt{2h(\ell)} \|W_1(\tau) - W_2(\tau)\|_s.
\]

Gronwall’s lemma shows that \(\Theta\) is well defined and is a continuous function.
• The pair \((x^{0,N}, \tilde W^N)\) converges weakly to \((z^0, W)\).

In a separable Hilbert space, if the sequence \(\{a_n\}_{n \in \mathbb{N}}\) converges weakly to \(a\) and the sequence \(\{b_n\}_{n \in \mathbb{N}}\) converges in probability to 0 then the sequence \(\{a_n + b_n\}_{n \in \mathbb{N}}\) converges weakly to \(a\). It is assumed that \((x^{0,N}, W^N)\) converges weakly to \((z^0, W)\) in \(\mathcal{H}^s \times C([0,T], \mathcal{H}^s)\). Consequently, to prove that \(\tilde W^N\) converges weakly to \(W\) it suffices to prove that \(\int_0^T \|d^N(\tilde z^N(u)) - \mu(\tilde z^N(u))\|_s \, du\) converges in probability to 0. For any time \(k\Delta t \leq u < (k + 1)\Delta t\), the stationarity of the chain shows that

\[
\begin{align*}
\|d^N(\tilde z^N(u)) - \mu(\tilde z^N(u))\|_s &= \|d^N(x^{k,N}) - \mu(x^{k,N})\|_s \circ \|d^N(x^{0,N}) - \mu(x^{0,N})\|_s \\
\|\mu(\tilde z^N(u)) - \mu(z^N(u))\|_s &\leq \|\mu\|_{\text{Lip}} \cdot \|x^{k+1,N} - x^{k,N}\|_s \circ \|\mu\|_{\text{Lip}} \cdot \|x^{1,N} - x^{0,N}\|_s.
\end{align*}
\]

where in the last step we have used the fact that \(\|\tilde z^N(u) - z^N(u)\|_s \leq |x^{k+1,N} - x^{k,N}|_s\). Consequently,

\[
\begin{align*}
E^N\left[ \int_0^T \|d^N(\tilde z^N(u)) - \mu(z^N(u))\|_s \, du \right] &\leq T \cdot E^N\left[ \|d^N(x^{0,N}) - \mu(x^{0,N})\|_s \right] \\
&\quad + T \cdot \|\mu\|_{\text{Lip}} \cdot E^N\left[ \|x^{1,N} - x^{0,N}\|_s \right].
\end{align*}
\]

The first term goes to zero since it is assumed that \(\lim_N E^N\left[ \|d^N(x) - \mu(x)\|_s \right] = 0\). Since \(\text{Tr}_{\mathcal{H}^s}(C_s) < \infty\), the second term is of order \(O(\sqrt{\Delta t})\) and thus also converges to 0. Therefore \(\tilde W^N\) converges weakly to \(W\), hence the conclusion.

• Continuous mapping argument.

We have proved that \((x^{0,N}, \tilde W^N)\) converges weakly in \(\mathcal{H}^s \times C([0,T], \mathcal{H}^s)\) to \((z^0, W)\) and the Itô map \(\Theta: \mathcal{H}^s \times C([0,T], \mathcal{H}^s) \rightarrow C([0,T], \mathcal{H}^s)\) is a continuous function. The continuous mapping theorem thus shows that \(z^N = \Theta(x^{0,N}, \tilde W^N)\) converges weakly to \(z = \Theta(z^0, W)\), and Proposition 5.1 is proved.

\[\square\]

5.2. Statement and Proof of The Main Theorem

We now state and prove the main result of this paper.

**Theorem 5.2.** Let the Assumptions 3.1 and 3.5 hold. Consider the MALA algorithm (2.19) with initial condition \(x^{0,N} \overset{D}{=} \pi^N\). Let \(z^N(t)\) be the piecewise linear, continuous interpolant of the MALA algorithm as defined in (1.4), with \(\Delta t = N^{-\gamma}\). Then \(z^N(t)\) converges weakly in \(C([0,T], \mathcal{H}^s)\) to the diffusion process \(z(t)\) given by equation (1.7) with \(z(0) \overset{D}{=} \pi\).

**Proof.** The proof of Theorem 5.2 consists in checking that the conditions needed for Proposition 5.1 to apply are satisfied by the sequence of MALA Markov chains (2.19).

1. By Lemma 3.10 the sequence of probability measures \(\pi^N\) converges weakly in \(\mathcal{H}^s\) to \(\pi\).
2. Proposition 4.7 proves that \((x^{0,N}, W^N)\) converges weakly in \(\mathcal{H} \times C([0,T], \mathcal{H}^s)\) to \((z^0, W)\), where \(W\) is a Brownian motion with covariance \(C_s\) independent from \(z^0 \overset{D}{=} \pi\).
3. Lemma 4.4 states that \(d^N(x)\) defined by Equation (3.4) satisfies \(\lim_N E^N\left[ \|d^N(x) - \mu(x)\|_s^2 \right] = 0\) and Proposition 3.6 shows that \(\mu: \mathcal{H}^s \rightarrow \mathcal{H}^s\) is a Lipschitz function.

The three assumptions needed for Lemma 5.1 to apply are satisfied, which concludes the proof of Theorem 5.2.

\[\square\]

6. Conclusions

We have studied the application of the MALA algorithm to approximate measures defined via density with respect to a Gaussian measure on Hilbert space. We prove that a suitably interpolated and scaled version
of the Markov chain has a diffusion limit in infinite dimensions. There are two main conclusions which follow from this theory: firstly this work shows that, in stationarity, the MALA algorithm applied to an \( N \)–dimensional approximation of the target will take \( \mathcal{O}(N^{1/3}) \) steps to explore the invariant measure; secondly the MALA algorithm will be optimized at an average acceptance probability of 0.574. We have thus significantly extended the work [RR98] which reaches similar conclusions in the case of i.i.d. product targets. In contrast we have considered target measures with significant correlation, with structure motivated by a range of applications. As a consequence our limit theorems are in an infinite dimensional Hilbert space and we have developed an approach to the derivation of the diffusion limit which differs significantly from that used in [RR98].

There are many possible developments of this work. We list several of these.

- In [BPR+11] it is shown that the Hybrid Monte Carlo algorithm (HMC) requires, for target measures of the form (1.1), \( \mathcal{O}(N^{1/4}) \) steps to explore the invariant measure. However there is no diffusion limit in this case. Identifying an appropriate limit, and extending analysis to the case of target measures (2.11) provides a challenging avenue for exploration.
- In the i.i.d product case it is known that, if the Markov chain is started “far” from stationarity, a fluid limit (ODE) is observed [CRR05]. It would be interesting to study such limits in the present context.
- Combining the analysis of MCMC methods for hierarchical target measures [Béd09] with the analysis herein provides a challenging set of theoretical questions, as well as having direct applicability.
- It should also be noted that, for measures absolutely continuous with respect to a Gaussian, there exist new non-standard versions of RWM [BS09], MALA [BRSV08] and HMC [BPSSA] for which the acceptance probability does not degenerate to zero as dimension \( N \) increases. These methods may be expensive to implement when the Karhunen-Lo`eve basis is not known explicitly, and comparing their overall efficiency with that of standard RWM, MALA and HMC is an interesting area for further study.
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